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Featuring an Interview  
with Double Dragon Press Publisher  

Deron Douglas  
 

Welcome to issue # 12!     

First, I would like to thank Bethanny Davis who stepped in as 

copyeditor when our regular person (Beth Adelle Long) took time off 

for a writer's retreat.  She did an excellent job helping out! Thank you 

again!  

We have two themes for this issue -- Preparing for the New Year 

and Art in Fiction -- Fiction as Art.  I hope you find helpful 

information in both sections!  Be sure to read Katherine Derbyshire's 

wonderful article, Writing is Giving, and remember it the next time 

someone suggests that there are better things you should be doing 

with your time than writing.  And Louis E. Catron has a really great 

article in "Keep Attribution Simple..." 
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Thanks also to all our readers.  It's been a wonderful two years, and 

we have great things planned for next year as well.  See you in 2003!  

If you have any comments, drop us a line at vision@lazette.net.  We 

would like to know what you think of Vision, and what types of 

material you might find interesting in future issues.   

Vision is  also available Adobe Acrobat™ and Palm Systems™ 

downloadable versions.  We also have a new archive section for the 

on-line back issues.  (Please note that Adobe Acrobat™ and Palm 

Systems™ versions will be available one week after the html version 

is posted.  This allows us to catch as many typos and mistakes as 

possible before turning to formats that are not as easy to correct.)  

 

Interview 

Deron Douglas, Double Dragon Press 

Well, I've been involved in the publishing business in one way or 

another since about 1978. I started out as a graphic artist for a very 

small publishing company. At that time we didn't use computers for all 

of our graphic needs. 

 

mailto:vision@lazette.net
http://hollylisle.com/community/downloads.html
http://www.sscdc.net/hlvision/
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Preparing for the New Year 

Writing is Giving 

By Katherine Derbyshire 

Storytelling is a survival skill. It allows members of a group to learn 

from each other's experiences and from previous generations. It 

allows individuals and societies to explain the inexplicable. It appears 

in all societies, from the cave painters of Lascaux to the street 

children of modern Miami.  

Preparing for 2003 At Forward Motion 

By Lazette Gifford 

The New Year is coming!  Some people at Forward Motion take the 

time at the end of the year to look at their writing goals and prepare 

for the next year.  Here are a few of the answers to a recent pole on 

the site!    

Overcoming Writer's Block   

By Linda Adams 

If you've ever had writer's block, you know how frustrating it can be.  

You look at a blank computer screen and simply can't come up with 

anything.  It can even be like a snowball rolling downhill, getting 

bigger and bigger.  "I can't come up with a good idea" becomes "I'll 
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never come up with a good idea again."  What can you do to 

overcome it?    

The Healthy Writer 

By S. Labloch 

No writer wants to get carpal tunnel or any other repetitive stress 

injury. One way to stay limber is with these easy moves. Just getting 

up and taking a break every hour or less helps, too. Your eyes will 

thank you.    

 

Theme Articles 

Limning the Fire of Jazz   

By Matthias Hoefler 

Jazz is a truly American music.  If you’re trying to set the stage for an 

American experience, particularly from about 1900 on, jazz may be 

the thing you’re looking for.     

The Arts in Worldbuilding: Music for Your Fantasy World   

By K.R. Mercik 

Music is, and always has been, an important part of culture and 

society.  From the earliest humans beating on hollow logs to modern 

electrical music, it has always been a part of the human spirit and 

advancement, and is one of the oldest forms of expression known.   
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Cavemen, Explosions and Psychothyretics: The Future History of Art  

By Bob Billing 

When humans first moved into caves, they began to decorate the 

walls. It's reasonable to guess that they were responding to a deep-

seated desire to represent what they saw around them, to practice 

make-believe about good hunting. And perhaps they simply wanted 

something nice to look at. What they did was largely dictated by what 

they could do; by the pigments they could find and the natural fibres 

that made the first artists' brushes.    

Can Genre Fiction Be Art?   

By Theresa Smith 

Can genre fiction really be art? You bet it can! Any form of writing can 

be art. Unfortunately, not all of it is. When you think of a specific 

genre an image immediately pops into your head of the 'stereotypical' 

protagonist of that type of work. Mystery elicits Ms. Marple, Sam 

Spade, and Lord Peter Whimsy. Space Opera floods us with Han 

Solo, Luke Skywalker, and of course, Captain James T. Kirk. The fact 

that these images are held lovingly in the mind’s eye of millions 

shows that the writers did it -- they achieved art.  
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Advanced Writing 

NaNoWriMo Madness Strikes Forward Motion!   

And this is what we do for fun... 

“Keep Attribution Simple...” 

By Louis E. Catron  

You’ve likely been advised that “said” is perfectly adequate attribution 

for dialogue in novels and short stories, and you’ve probably heard 

that writers shouldn’t labor to find such synonyms as uttered, 

pronounced, responded, or retorted.  Substitutions for “said” can 

interrupt the story’s flow by causing the reader to hiccup mentally 

while trying to figure out how the synonyms pertain to the dialogue.   

How Holly Lisle's Vision Led Me  to $7,000 in Sales ...  

by J. Harlowe 

What is the value of an online writer's group? In my case, that's an 

easy answer. So far, writing one article for Vision has led me to 

$7,435 in sales -- and the number is still rising.   
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Revision Letters: Wide Angle  and Zoom Lenses Required  

By Carol Stephenson 

When I received my first revision letter on NORA'S PRIDE, I attacked 

it systematically.  As I covered each point raised, I checked it off.  At 

the conclusion of the revisions, I had 'X''ed out every single item. 

 Victory was mine, I thought.  

Writing Effective Dreams 

by Robert A. Sloan 

Genre fiction or mainstream, any story or novel may require dream 

sequences. Dreams can show character traits vividly, foreshadow 

events in the story, and add color within the narrative. Within any 

story with psychic or supernatural content, dreams may even be 

shared. Lucid dreaming may allow a character to make fantastic 

discoveries. Yet powerfully written dream sequences are rare, and 

many otherwise brilliant writers slip into clichés and stylized, 

unmemorable or implausible passages.    

So -- Where Do You Get  Your Ideas From?   

By John Ravenscroft 

In his excellent book On Writing, Stephen King -- a writer who makes 

a little more money at the game than I do -- says this: "We are 

writers, and we never ask one another where we get our ideas; we 

know we don't know."  
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Genre Articles 

Fantasy:  

Why I Like My Fantasy Ole Skool 

By Eric West 

For many people, Tolkien was the beginning of fantasy.  Oh you may 

talk about Lord Dunsany, William Morris and George MacDonald, but 

the simple fact is that most of us wouldn't know what fantasy was if 

not for Lord of the Rings.    

Mystery & Suspense: 

A Murderous Art:  Theme And the Modern Mystery   

By Rob Flumignan  

The mystery story has evolved a great deal in the last ten to fifteen 

years.  Characters have grown more complex, the writing more 

sophisticated, and the themes deeper and more varied.  This trend 

probably started with Raymond Chandler, credited for bringing the 

detective story out of the pulps and into the "literary" world.   
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Romance:  

Plotting the Romance Novel   

By Andi Ward & June Drexler 

"Romances are so easy to write," the saying goes. "Boy meets girl, 

girl hates boy, boy seduces girl, end of story. How hard can that be to 

come up with?"  

Young Adult & Children: 

Storytelling For Children 

By Jim Francis 

Can writing a children's story be easy? The answer is yes -- and no. 

Yes, because the basics are simple. No, because children are not 

simple. That's all very well, I hear you saying, but it doesn't tell me 

much. Many new authors do not recognize that the basic rules for 

writing a children's story are the same as for any story. With all 

stories, from flash fiction to family saga novels, the ideal is usually to 

start the plot when an extraordinary event changes the main 

character's life.    
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Young Writer's Scene: 

Taking the Plunge   

by Radika Meganathan  

I admit that it must be very confusing. You know you love to write, but 

you aren’t sure if that means you are a writer. You might also be 

doubtful about how good a writer you really are: whether you are 

going to be another pea in the pod, or what you must do to make a 

difference.    

 

And much more! 
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Holly's Note 

The old year passeth... 

By Holly Lisle 
© 2002, Holly Lisle   

 

This is our twelfth issue -- the volume that wraps up our second full 

year of publication.  In the past, we've brought you writing information 

and advice on everything from hitting holiday markets to worldbuilding 

to plotting to getting the nuts and bolt of manuscript prep done right.  

This month, we're tackling the sticky question of art in writing -- What 

is it?  When is it? Who does it?  And why does it matter?  

Where art is concerned, though, remember that you get the final call.  

You don't have to concede that tin cans nailed to a board or an image 

of Christ in a glass of urine are Art, no matter what pundits may say.  

Shock is not art, and Making A Statement is not art.  

You also don't have to concede that the latest novel garnering 

accolades from People with Presses is Art.  Art is what moves you, 

what connects to you, and what transforms you, and your own art will 

succeed or fail based on how it moves, connects with and transforms 

others.  
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Art is born of passion and pain and a whole lot of skill.  It is tempest 

and technique as Siamese twins linked at the soul -- neither can be 

separated from the other without killing the whole thing.  Every writer 

can strive for art, but in the end, only the reader can decide if any one 

writer has achieved it.  

Write to change yourself, then -- to transform, transmogrify, 

overwhelm, and transcend who you are with who you might be in a 

different world.  Look at life sideways, upside down, and inside out 

and give your report from the trenches of the land of the strange.  Be 

honest -- above all, be achingly, painfully honest.  

Then, even if others do not deem you a Creator of Art, you will be the 

creator of something worthwhile.  Your journey will matter to you, and 

you will not have been wasting your time.  If the only part of the world 

that you change for the better is yourself, you have still done 

something wonderful.  You will be your own Art.  

Read on, take up challenges, and go be wonderful.  

Holly Lisle  
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Zette's Note 

The End of Our Second Year 

Lazette Gifford 
© 2002, Lazette Gifford 

 

Winter has come early this year.  We had our first snow in October -- 

not unheard of, but still startling.  The trees have changed color, the 

stray cats have all gotten their winter coats, and the flocks of birds 

have sat chattering in my trees at sunrise, preparing to head farther 

south to warmer weather.  

I like it here in the US Midwest.   I love the changing of the seasons 

that mark the years.  I love the cold winter blizzards as much as the 

hot summer thunderstorms.  I like change.  

Every two months I put together a new version of Holly Lisle's Vision: 

new articles, new views on writing habits, new ideas to try out.  We've 

had interesting interviews, and offers of articles from unexpected 

sources.   

I've grown with Vision.  I have learned about being an editor, which I 

find I like far better than I had expected.  I've learned new writing 

techniques from the articles I've accepted and edited.  It has been a 

learning experience all the way around.  
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So, what will our third year of production bring?  

Next year the theme articles for Vision will follow the story creation 

process from generating characters to submitting the finished project:  

     January/February -- Characters  

     March/April -- World building  

     May/June -- Plotting & Outlining  

     July/August -- Putting it all together  

     September/October -- Revising  

     November/December -- Submissions and Rejections  

   

I hope that you'll enjoy going through these steps with us, as well as 

reading all the other sections of the ezine.  

Thank you for a great second year! And good luck with your writing!  

Zette  
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Workshop 
Do more than see...  

By Lazette Gifford 
© 2002, Lazette Gifford 

 

Because reading is (usually) a visual experience, writers tend to 

focus on visual descriptions and leave out some of the other senses.  

In this exercise I'm going to give a brief description of a few places 

and things, and show how the other senses can sometimes be called 

in to help define a location and give it more depth.  

But what was it really like to live there...  

Arbor Lodge 

(Nebraska City, 

Nebraska) was built 

in stages, and 

completed in 1903.  It 

belonged to J. 

Sterling Morton (as in 

the salt company), 

who had been 

Secretary of Agriculture under President Grover Cleveland.  The fifty-
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two rooms are filled with everything from Tiffany glass to a small 

private bowling alley in the basement.   High on the hills above the 

Missouri River, this turn of the century mansion looks like the epitome 

of decadent living.  

But... Consider this house on a day like the one where I took these 

pictures.  Nebraska was under a heat advisory. Temperatures had 

topped the 100°'s (Fahrenheit), with heat indexes around 110°(f).  

The building does not, of course, have any air conditioning. Even the 

fans placed here and there were anachronistic.  The rooms felt hot, 

stifling and smelled of warm paint, dust, and anything else that could 

let off a scent when warm. Metallic like door handles or bed fames 

radiated heat.  Open windows let in only a slight breeze, but the 

humidity was appalling.  

Winter would be different.  Many rooms had nice, cozy fireplaces.  In 

some buildings like this one, cooking would have moved from the 

Summer Kitchen (a separate building) back into the house, allowing 

that warmth to help.  A winter blizzard might trap people at the house 

for days... but in a place like this, would it really matter?  In some 

cases that would depend on if you were a guest or a servant.  
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Look beyond just the colors and 

shapes of the place.  Imagine 

yourself trudging up and down 

the stairs from one floor to 

another. Cleaning all those 

rooms, cooking for the many 

guests, including occasional 

Presidents and foreign diplomats.  

Take note of this sunroom -- 

even though it looks cool and 

inviting, the temperature was 

very warm.  It would be too cold 

in the winter.  And did you notice the TV and folding chairs?  Quite 

out of place in this setting where everything else is turn of the century 

decor.  

Exercise  

First chance you get, go to a building other than your own home and 

write out descriptions of everything except what you see.  This is 

especially effective if you go to a historical building of some sort and 

try to imagine the place without any of the modern conveniences.  

• Sounds  

• List them out in sets -- intrusive sounds that don't 

seem to belong  
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• Sounds you would expect to find here.  

•   Sounds that you think should be hear, but you don't 

notice.  This might also be a good spot for anything 

'historical' that is no longer present.  

• Scents  

• Intrusive scents: Perfumes?  Cigarette smoke?  

Cleaning supplies?  

• Natural scents: Wood?  Plants?  Breeze?  

• Is there a special taste associated with the place?  

• Taste is usually overlooked except during meals or 

if someone feels ill.  But we use the sense of taste 

in conjunction with smell quite often, and don't 

notice it.  

• Feel  

• Feel does not just mean with the fingers.  How does 

the floor feel beneath your feet?  The chair at your 

back?  

A different world  

Now let's look at Chaco 

Canyon Cultural Center, 

New Mexico.  You would 

think this is a different world, 

compared to the pictures of 

Arbor Lodge. But they have 
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one important thing in common -- the weather.  Chaco has hotter 

summers with a bit less humidity, and the snow in winter is not as 

deep -- but still as cold.  However, the way the people survived the 

weather is entirely different.   

The ruins of the 

buildings found here 

were built half a 

millennium before 

Arbor Lodge.  No 

railroads existed to 

bring luxuries from 

the East Coast and 

make life pleasant 

with Tiffany glass and hand-painted china.  Even today, the visitor 

finds only a dirt road through miles of desert arroyos (dangerous 

during summer storms) to this remote area.  Sheep, cattle, and 

sometimes horses run wild along the edges of the road.  Hawks 

sweep through the wide sky.   White dust covers everything, and the 

rough road shakes the car and makes it nearly impossible to hear 

anything else.  But the journey will take you back in time to a place 

that is rare in the United States. These ruins look very much like the 

ruins you might find half a world away.  

The sounds of civilization are almost entirely absent. There are no 

local food establishments, and there is no gas station.  The Visitor's 
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Center sits to the side of the road, a haven of air-conditioned luxury.  

After miles and miles of dry, dusty roads the visitor unexpectedly 

finds pavement -- a path that takes them in a circle around the 

canyon walls, with stops at five clusters of ruins.  Trails lead to other 

ruins as well.  Because of the inaccessibility of the place, it is 

sometimes possible to come here and spend an entire hour standing 

in a ruin with no one else around.  

And yet, despite the difficult terrain and the inhospitable landscape 

(which may have been somewhat better during the age of the 

settlement), these people prospered and lived well. They trapped 

rainwater running off the canyon walls and diverted it into gardens 

and dams.  They carved lovely flutes, and objects in jet and 

turquoise.  They even traded with groups in Mesoamerica, and 

imported Macaws from that area.  

Their closest wood came from at least four days’ journey away, and 

yet they brought 

hundreds of beams that 

had to be carried by 

several people, and used 

them to roof their 

buildings and reinforce 

the floors between levels.  
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The people who built in stone carved from the walls of the canyon.  

Some of the buildings stood three stories high, with balconies.  

Interior rooms were usually small, and doorways might be little more 

than crawl spaces.  Circular religious buildings -- Kivas -- can be 

found in every group. Walls still stand at various heights, many of 

them showing their original doors, including the unusual key-shaped 

doorways whose purpose is still a mystery.  

The newer buildings have walls of darker stone; the better, reddish 

stone had already been used.  Several styles of walls can also be 

seen, for those interested in mapping out the influences and ages of 

the different groups. Different styles can also tie the buildings to other 

cultures: McElmo, Mesa Verde, etc.  

Any writer who deals with material outside of today's society needs to 

be able to imagine (if not actually visit) such a place as Chaco 

Canyon.  Here, not only do the buildings look different, but the 

sounds and scents are different as well.  In the case of Chaco 

Canyon, natural sounds become far more pronounced.  An odd 

squeal turns out to be a lizard caught by a bird.  Movement in the 

brush is a jackrabbit coming out at sunset. Winds really do make 

different sounds blowing around the buildings.  

Mesquite, so popular for barbeques these days, is a weed -- a brushy 

weed that grows throughout the area.  On hot, dry days, it fills the air 

with a sharp, tangy scent.  Breezes might carry the scent of wet earth 
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from a distant storm.  And feel?  Dust everywhere, a dry abrasive feel 

that seems to be wearing the world away beneath it.  

Exercise  

If you are writing about an area that is not the world as you know it, 

how much have you explored that world beyond the sense of sight?  

Can you feel the ground beneath your feet on an alien world?  Can 

you define the scents at a medieval market?  Even if you are writing 

about a time and place you know, have you taken the time to do more 

than set up the scene visually?  Take your current WIP and open to 

any scene.  See if you can add any of the other four senses to make 

the scene come more alive.  

• Sound  

• Scent  

• Taste  

•  Feel  
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Interview: 
Deron Douglas, of DDP Publishing  

By Lazette Gifford 
© 2002, Lazette Gifford 

 

 

While new ebook publishers 

still seem to appear and 

disappear at an alarming rate, Deron Douglas of Double Dragon 

Publishing has used skill and knowledge acquired in the print-

publishing world to forge a solid company that is:  

... a Canadian-based publishing venue for the growing number of good but 

unpublished fiction writers around the world. Double Dragon is dedicated 

to publishing quality works of fiction and nonfiction, and will continue to 

publish works in various genres in both the eBook and traditional paper 

book formats. We also make special efforts to publish a specific number 

of works written by North American Aboriginal authors each year. 

Vision:  First, tell us a little about yourself and 

Double Dragon Publishing.  

Deron:  Well, I've been involved in the 

publishing business in one way or another since 

about  1978. I started out as a graphic artist for 

a very small publishing company. At that time 
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we didn't use computers for all of our graphic needs. We used film 

and a process called "stripping" to knock out an image. (I actually 

have a fine arts degree as well as a computer science and sociology 

degree, so my left and right brain are always fighting. <g>) I've 

worked as a professional photographer for about 5 years in the 

advertising industry (it seemed like a natural step at the time), 

computer science teacher for a local Toronto college, and later as 

production manager for a larger publishing house in Toronto. It was at 

this time, when ebooks were barely a glint in someone's eye, that the 

opportunity presented itself for someone to oversee the conversion of 

university and college textbooks to an electronic format. Since I had 

print production experience as well as computer knowledge I was 

"selected" for the job. This lasted from around 1995 to 1999/2000.  

Double Dragon Publishing is the result of my personal need to stay in 

the publishing industry but have control over the important factors in 

my life, my need for artistic expression (I do 90% of DDP's cover art), 

and a real love of books. I still have my collection of science fiction 

and fantasy paperbacks from when I was a kid up to the present. 

There is somewhere in the neighborhood of 11,760 books.  

 Vision:    What drew you to epublishing? Do you enjoy having an 

Internet-based business?  

Deron:  First of all you must understand that I am a "computer geek,” 

something I've come to realize only a short while ago :-) I'm also a 

very active reader, and before I opened DDP I read an average of 60-
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80 novels a year. Having the ability to be to carry a book   within a 

handheld device was a great convenience. I'd take it to meetings and 

sometimes pretend I was taking notes, or read a few chapters in line 

at the movies or during lunch. My first ebook device was a Rocket 

eBook. This little device is what started DDP. After buying the REB 

and looking on the Internet for good material to read I realized that, 

"Hey, I had all the skills and experience to do this!" Until that point it 

never really occurred to me to look at epublishing. It was like a light 

turning on.  

I've always had an Internet-based business in one form or another. 

Before DDP I owned a software company that sold exclusively over 

the Internet. I recently sold that business to a larger concern.  

 Vision:     Many people claim that ebooks are badly produced and 

unedited. What is the process a book goes through at your company 

after you accept the manuscript?  

Deron:  Our ebooks go through the same process as our hardcover 

and paperback books: one or two edits with an editor/author team, 

usually a final "look-over" by the author, then a proof-read. 

Sometimes I also do a final proof-read myself. Once an ebook goes 

to paperback, it goes through another edit, and a final proof-read. It 

really depends on the author or book. Some come to us edited, and 

need only a proof-read.  
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We also try not to change the author's "voice," which can be very 

easy to do if you edit too "hard.” Many authors use slang or dialectic 

language. You need an editor who will recognize this and not edit it 

out.  

For example, we had one book in which a character would say 

"Excuuse me!" all the time. The editor felt that this was an error and 

changed it to the correct spelling. Luckily I was doing a proof-read 

and realized that since the book took place in the late 70's, that the 

character was mimicking Steve Martin. This phrase was popular at 

that time.  

 Vision:     What sort of material do you look for in submissions?  

Deron:  I personally look for an interesting story. Something different. 

And of course it must be well-written, but a well-written story that is 

boring wouldn't sell, and a badly written story that is different is like 

finger nails on a chalkboard. Our editors are good, but they can't 

raise the dead. Our submission guidelines outline our needs, and the 

approval process.  

Vision:        What is a sure thing to get a manuscript 

rejected?  

Deron:  Not following the guidelines. People will 

send me their manuscript right in the email without 

a synopsis or under the flap "blurb.” I delete these 
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without looking at them. Spelling and grammar are also a biggie. If 

you can't take the time to spell check, we can't take the time to read 

it. I would also appreciate it if the authors would read over their own 

work. Some will do a spell check but the wrong word gets inserted. 

"The" instead of "They"... that sort of thing.  

Vision:    You offer many formats, including some print editions.  Do 

you think diversification is the answer to the new world of publication?  

Deron:  It's worked for us. We stay away from HTML and Word 

document downloads however.  For us that's considered "source 

code.” I try to make it a little difficult for pirates. I don't want to hand it 

to them on a silver platter :-)  

Vision:     One of your books is on display at the Pentagon.  Can you 

tell us about that book and how this came about?  

Deron:  The Sword & Psyche  is a hardcover, limited edition (100 

printed), signed and numbered book on the philosophy and practice 

of Iaido. Iaido roughly translates to "The Art of Drawing the Sword.” 

It's something I practice myself. Think of it as Tai Chi with a Japanese 

sword.  It had a greater significance in Japan a few hundred years 

ago. It's the Japanese version of the old western "quick draw.” Two 

opponents would face each other, usually on their knees. While 

staring into each other's eyes, each would look for a sign that the 

other person was drawing their sword. Iaido teaches a person to kill 

their opponent within 15 seconds or less. One of these "duels" could 

http://double-dragon-ebooks.com/philosophy.html
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last for hours, but the final "stroke" would be only a few seconds. We 

use real swords that are razor sharp, I have cut myself a few times 

drawing the sword, and a few people have cut veins. When you 

practice with an opponent, you usually swing the sword inches from 

their neck or torso. It takes concentration. You have to be careful not 

to accidentally hurt someone, because they could accidentally hurt 

you back. :-) There is more to it than that of course. It’s a form of 

meditation where the user "becomes" one with the sword; it's also the 

study of tactics and warfare. The author is a top master of Iaido, and 

was granted "Special Honorary Citizenship" of the Takamatsu, 

Kagawa Prefecture in Japan -- a  rare distinction for an American.  

Are you beginning to understand why the Pentagon might be 

interested? Actually the author is in touch with the person who bought 

the book. From what I've learnt, that person is in charge of the 

military libraries, did a number of tours in Japan, and felt the book 

would be of interest. I've also heard that they are rebuilding the 

display cabinets along the walls of the Pentagon, and they need 

items for display. I'll never know for sure since I obviously can't visit 

the Pentagon.  

 Vision:   What problems do you see epublishers facing in the next 

few years?  

Deron:  Ebooks are very dependent on the device. Until the 

manufacturers can produce a reading device that is both portable and 

inexpensive, we won’t have the readership we need. The PDA is 
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actually going in that direction, but it's hard to convince people to 

read from their PDAs. Some find it too small. I thought so myself, but 

I've changed my mind.  

Epublishers also need to be taken seriously; the larger publishers 

tend to consider us a joke. This is in part due to the use of the 

Internet itself. It's too easy to start a business on the Internet. Many 

fail. It's up to DDP to prove them wrong.  

Vision:    Do you think the market is going to grow?  Will it ever be 

the equal of -- or more important than -- traditional print venues?  

Deron:  It will grow, and is growing. Approximately 

6000 PDAs are sold per day around the world. 

That's a lot of potential ebook readers. But ebooks 

will not replace traditional books. Hopefully they will 

exist side-by-side.  

 Vision:     You do covers for DDP.  Were you 

interested in art before you started DDP, or was 

that something that happened because of the 

business?  

Deron:  As mentioned earlier, I started out as a graphic artist. It's 

something that is a part of me. I suppose I'm one of those people who 

can function using both the left and right sides of their brain. I also 

play the guitar, but I don't think I'll tour or open a music shop too 
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soon. :-) The covers are something I do for myself, if you can 

understand that.It's fun. Work should be fun.  

 Vision:   Anything else you'd like to add?  

Deron:  Nothing that I can think of.  

 Thank you!  

Double Dragon Publications  

  

http://double-dragon-ebooks.com/index.html
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Preparing for the New Year 

Writing is Giving  

By Katherine Derbyshire 
© 2002 by Katherine Derbyshire 

 

Storytelling is a survival skill. It allows members of a group to learn 

from each other's experiences and from previous generations. It 

allows individuals and societies to explain the inexplicable. It appears 

in all societies, from the cave painters of Lascaux to the street 

children of modern Miami. (See story at http://www.miaminewtimes.com/issues/1997-

06-05/feature.html ) Humans are instinctively good at storytelling. Just 

about anyone can learn to construct a coherent paragraph, explain 

how something works, or relate a personal (or fictional) anecdote. 

The writer's craft lies in part in stringing those individual chunks 

together to form something greater.  

Most people start writing because it’s fun. If you tell your own stories, 

you get to decide how they end. You can create your own myth and 

modify it to suit your own experience. Many writers report that they 

began telling stories between about age six and age twelve. At that 

age, parents are usually encouraging (though not always). They 

sincerely want to encourage their children to be creative, and writing 

seems harmless enough.  

http://www.miaminewtimes.com/issues/1997-06-05/feature.html
http://www.miaminewtimes.com/issues/1997-06-05/feature.html
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As young writers get older and more serious about their writing, 

something happens. Vague musings about “What do you want to do 

when you grow up?” become concrete questions about "What college 

do you want to attend?" How are you going to pay for college? What 

do you want to major in? It better be something useful, not that silly 

writing stuff. Don’t you know writers can’t make any money?  

Artists are often portrayed as unhappy people who live in dire 

poverty, have toxic relationships, and die young from either suicide or 

substance abuse. Though these stereotypes are not true of most 

writers, happy writers don't make headlines. Spectacular suicides do. 

Few parents want their children to meet such grim fates.  

In many cultures, writers also struggle against a perception that their 

work is frivolous or even sinful. Suffering and toil are humanity's lot, 

this subtext reads. Hard work in this life is the only way to achieve 

salvation in the next. Anything fun is probably sinful, and takes time 

away from work.  Writing promises few earthly rewards, encourages 

the writer to question everything, and involves escaping mundane 

reality on flights of fancy.  

Often, this baggage appears in the form of people who say things 

like, “Writing is a fine hobby, but what are you going to do for a living? 

Do you really think you should be wasting all your time like that?”  

Chances are, a new writer hearing such discouraging words will do 

one of three things. Either they’ll quit writing, they’ll write twice as 
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much out of sheer stubbornness, or they’ll dutifully try to squeeze 

writing in between the "important" things they "should" be doing.  

When writers quit, or try to, the absence is a relentless irritant, like a 

scab they can’t stop picking at. The desire to write is still there, so 

there’s a big hole where writing should be.  

The second attitude is defiance. Writers write to prove that they can, 

to prove their independence, to prove that they can too earn a living 

with their stories. Defiance and determination are good. The market 

can be a cruel, uncaring place, and it takes stubbornness to keep 

mailing out submissions letters as they keep bouncing back.  

Eventually, though, determination isn’t enough. There's a limit to how 

much rejection anyone can take. Other people may actually achieve 

market success, only to discover that it doesn’t bring the affirmation 

they thought it would. All the critics still sneer because the advance 

for the first novel barely covers a junk car, and the novel got bad 

reviews and vanished into the remainder bin. Even financial 

successes like Tom Clancy and Stephen King still have to deal with 

literary snobs who sneer and look down their noses at "popular" 

fiction.  

There’s a more subtle trap, too. What happens when you prove 

whatever it is you wanted to prove? Is that enough? Do you keep 

writing? In order to keep writing, do you keep raising the bar of 

success so that you can never reach it?  
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Determination relies on a scarcity mentality, a belief that no amount 

of fame or fortune is ever enough.  If you're driven by the need for 

validation, even success won’t force people to validate you. If you’re 

driven by money, you can fall into an obsession with sales trends and 

what the market wants.  

Determination can produce an adversarial, bitter relationship with the 

market, the audience, and ultimately the writing itself. Determination 

to write at any cost can poison personal relationships.  

It's easy to say, "Well, if they won't support me, I don't care what they 

think." But is that actually true? Who are "they?" They're parents, who 

just want their children to be happy and healthy. They're kids, who 

need attention and shoes. They're significant others, who need to feel 

like they matter. Most writers end up surrounded by people who have 

their own needs and their own demands, and who are as supportive 

as they can be within those constraints.  

Trying to write while accommodating other people's needs summons 

the other side of the stern Calvinist outlook, which is guilt. Time 

"wasted" on writing is time away from the things that are "really 

important," like family or the day job that pays the bills. Writing takes 

time away from helping the community, from working to reduce the 

pain and suffering in the world. If every moment spent on writing is 

stolen from more important things, then writers come across as a 

pretty selfish lot.  
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Anger and narcissism, guilt and selfishness. Or the emptiness that 

comes from not writing at all. That's a pretty ugly set of choices, isn't 

it? No wonder so many writers (so the stereotype goes) are bitter, 

frustrated people who hide their twisted misery in drugs and alcohol. 

No wonder non-writers think we're such a sick bunch. No wonder 

some writers are almost afraid to pursue their talent, for fear it leads 

to pathology.  

Does it have to be that way?  

Think about how you feel when you're with someone you love in a 

beautiful place. Say you're walking along a mountain stream, and a 

strange butterfly that you've never seen before lands on a nearby 

branch. It's magical, like an animated flower, sparkling in the clear 

sunlight. It takes your breath away. You catch your lover's hand, or 

your child's, or your best friend's, or whoever is in that magical place 

with you, and you point out the butterfly so they don't miss it.  

This is not a narcissistic act. It is not a selfish act. The butterfly has 

nothing to do with you. You simply want to show it to someone else 

and share the magic.  

That's the place I'm writing from now. I write because I can see things 

that no one else can. I build connections, show how disparate 

elements fit together like pieces of a puzzle, and I hold the result up 

to my audience and say, "Look. Can you see?"  
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The return that I write for isn't the money.  Yes, it's nice to get paid, 

but I could be paid as well or better doing other things that I also 

enjoy. I haven't found a good correlation between the amount of the 

payment and the clarity of the vision, anyway. I write for that sharp 

intake of breath when I amaze myself. I write to share the magic that I 

find in the world with others, in the hope that I will make their lives a 

little more magical, too.  

Don't misunderstand, I'm not saying that all writing has to be 

sweetness and light. There are dark magics out there, demons that I 

hope to help slay before they cause more suffering. There are subtle, 

arcane magics, too, involving the symphonic interplay of industrial 

processes that only a few hundred thousand people in the world 

understand or care to understand. There is magic in the structure of a 

crystal, or in the spiraling networks that bring people together, or in a 

dew-covered spiderweb. My gift, if I have one, is to help people see 

the magic around them a little more clearly.  

I write about things that make me angry or afraid, joyful or awestruck. 

Always, the idea is the same: to place my hand on the reader's 

shoulder and ask, "There. Do you see?"  

Generosity is a virtue. Even the Calvinists agree. I've found it to be 

tremendously liberating as an attitude for writing. It is its own reward, 

it replenishes its source, I won't ever run out. There's no need to feel 

guilty about doing something generous for other people, even if it is 

also something that I enjoy.  
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The funny thing is, all my projects--fiction and non-fiction, paid and 

unpaid--draw on those same sources. All satisfy the same wish to 

give. I'm able to balance the time I spend on different projects without 

being trapped by guilt, without being drained of joy.  

Best of all, I'm happy. What I have now is enough. I have goals, I 

have more to accomplish, but the joy is in the striving, and that I know 

I can do.  
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Preparing for the New Year 

Preparing for 2003  
At Forward Motion 

 

The New Year is coming!  Some people at Forward Motion take the 

time at the end of the year to look at their writing goals and prepare 

for the next year.  Here are a few of the answers to a recent pole on 

the site!   

   

 I set up goals and 

resolutions for the new 

year. (If so, tell us 

about them)  

15 votes, 45%  

 I don't make any 

writing changes at the 

beginning of the new 

year.  

18 votes, 54%  
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How I end, and start, the year. 
Posted by zette on Sep-29-02 at 06:00 PM 

I have personal rules of writing that help me make certain 

I don't shove half finished stories aside just because they 

got a little difficult.  

The first is that I have to finish anything I start within one 

year. This is twelve months from the start day, but I 

always finished everything up by midnight December 

31st, just to be nice and tidy for the New Year. I love 

having a blank sheet on January 1. It's very liberating.  

I also set my goals for the next year. These are strictly 

writing related. I will never set a 'I will sell something' type 

of goal because I have no control over that part, except to 

submit material. That's all in the hands of the editors, and 

I can't guess what they will want. I can, however, set 

writing, rewriting, and submitting goals that will make 

certain I keep a good amount of material out there.  

For the last few years my writing goal has been 1000 

words a day. I do well over this, but 1000 is a good base 

number, and I'll keep it. I will, of course, also keep the rule 

that I have to finish everything I start.  
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Rewriting has fluctuated, and depends a lot on what I sell. 

I'm still working on a set amount of work -- or maybe a set 

amount of time -- to devote to this part.  

I submit a minimum of two pieces a month.  

Those will be my goals for next year as well. I might add 

in more as I get closer to the New Year, but for now they 

look good and have helped me out in past years.  

Lazette Gifford 

Assistant Site Host  

End of year / beginning of year writing prep 

Posted by yeep on Sep-29-02 at 10:54 PM 
   

Well, the big thing is that the end of the year is when all 

my saved vacation time happens. This year, I'll have from 

Dec 14 onward off. That means, it's the time when I get to 

sit down and take a day or two to clean and tidy the 

writing room.  

This year, I've been doing the FlyLady system of 15-

minute cleaning and putting out "hot spots" of chaos, so 

there will be much less requiring cleaning and tidying, but 

the theory still holds.  
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I go through and put all research material into its 

appropriate box. I make sure I have only one printed copy 

of a manuscript, filed in its appropriate box. I update all 

the contact sheets for different projects, making sure I 

note when it was sent out, whether or not it was accepted 

or rejected, and if I got paid. (This will be very useful 

come tax time)  

I take a hard look at what I did for promotion that year, 

and did it pay off, then make appropriate adjustments to 

next year's plans. (Often, the answer is, 'Well, it was lots 

of fun, but it wasn't at all cost effective, so lets see if we 

can't find something a tad bit cheaper next year, okay?')  

I also take a hard look at how my various books are 

selling at their respective publishers. If something is not 

selling, is it because of something I failed to do, or is it 

something the publisher failed to do? If something is 

selling well, will other books sent to that publisher sell 

equally well, or is there something specific about this title 

that makes it such a high earner? Double check the 

expiration dates on all grants of rights, and for all 

contracts expiring in the next year, start making plans for 

reselling books that should switch publishers.  

Map out the rough schedule of what books/projects are 

contracted, and pencil them in to next year's calendar. 
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Add a liberal fudge factor, as well as plenty of time for 

other, more interesting projects that are bound to come 

up, and non-writing life intrusions.  

Make the annual list of publishers, editors and agents to 

whom I really really want to sell work. Get their names 

and addresses. Put the list in a prominent place, and 

prepare to agonize over the imminent rejections until I 

can't take it any more and actually send something to one 

of them, sometime in the middle of next year.  

Then, since there are days and days and days left of 

vacation, and I can't possibly handle all the family 

togetherness this implies, retreat to my room, close the 

door, and lose myself in the worlds of my creation as I 

frantically try to meet whatever end-of-year deadline I 

promised I'd have something done by.  

Somehow, every year, I expect that it will be different, but 

somehow, every year, I end up doing the exact same 

thing. I guess it works for me.  

Jennifer  
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The spirit is generally willing... 
Posted by JamesMilton on Sep-30-02 at 07:24 AM 
   

For the last couple of years I've definitely set new writing 

goals at the New Year (and non-writing goals, come to 

that), and on the whole I'm just barely okay with how I've 

done. I have found I've crashed and burned the last 

month or so, and maybe some of that has come from 

wandering off-course from the goals.  

Still, a New Year coming up again -- a nice chance to re-

affirm what I want to do.  

-- 

Cheers  

James Milton 

Non-Fiction Moderator 

jmilton@hollylisle.com 

New year's goals 

Posted by mamarose1900 on Sep-30-02 at 02:02 PM 
   

I quit making any kind of New Year's resolutions or goals 

years ago. Setting goals for the New Year never works for 

me.  

mailto:jmilton@hollylisle.com
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What I do is set goals as I go throughout the year. I keep 

track and evaluate how it's going as I go along. I mostly 

keep track by writing in my daily journal how things are 

going and what changes I want to make. Sometimes I 

follow through and sometimes I don't. But when I don't, 

the problem just comes up again in my journal. Usually I 

discover that I didn't follow through because I picked the 

wrong solution for the problem. When I hit on the solution 

that will work, then whatever it is gets dealt with.  

It's not a very structured system because I'm not naturally 

a very structured person. But it does work for me.  

   

2003: Year of the Rewrites 

Posted by robertsloan2 on Sep-30-02 at 02:13 PM 
   

Last year's resolution: Pro in 2002  

So far I've sold two stories, one pro. I'm doing an editor 

requested rewrite on a pro novel sale. That would do it. 

I'm also sending out lots more short submissions so 

maybe I'll make it.  

Either way - 2003 is Year of the Rewrites! This is when 

my inventory starts to walk around the block and get 
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some interest! Plenty of submissions. Batching novel 

submissions will take the heat off just like it did for short 

stuff.  

 

Set goals for the New Year 
Posted by kr_mercik on Sep-30-02 at 02:19 PM 
   

At least, I do that now that I've joined the community.  

It's hard to do with Real Life banging at my door 

constantly, and I'm having a hard time keeping to my 

goals, but at least I do the best I can do.  

Plus, my goals are more of a guideline. If I don't make it, 

well, at least I tried. It's better than nothing.  

For next year, I plan on submitting Blink to publishers, 

and to write the first book in the Mithdara saga. I also plan 

on writing a short story a month, for my Blink Timeline.  

Goals to change as Real Life butts in.  
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Seeing my name, five feet long and luminous.... 
Posted by Jonc on Sep-30-02 at 03:21 PM 
   

Heh--five points to anyone who knows where I got the 

subject heading from...  

Lessee...2003?  

SEND OUT MY NEARLY DONE WIP!!!  

Yeah!    

Oh--that, and start work on the sequel, as well as another 

WIP I've got kicking around...  

 

No changes 

Posted by Justinvs on Sep-30-02 at 05:43 PM 
   

I'm usually in the middle of something when New Years 

rolls around, so I just keep plugging away on it. I very 

seldom set writing goals beyond "write every night" and 

"submit what I write until it's bought or trunked."  

Justin  
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Starting this year 
Posted by atlantissong on Sep-30-02 at 07:40 PM 
   

I'm going to start making goals. I have two WIP that I just 

started and I'm making it a goal to have at least one of 

them done and ready to send out by this time next year. 

Kind of a freaky thing since I've never finished a novel 

before but I'm determined to do it this time.  

   

New Year 
Posted by davidstone on Oct-01-02 at 04:01 AM 
   

I usually set writing goals for the new year, normally 

involving getting more done. 

This year, I think I actually achieved something.  

I've learned this year that I am primarily a novel writer, 

rather than short stories, and that setting hefty word count 

goals (hefty for me, and my available writing time) is a 

good way of getting myself going. 

 

For this coming new year, I will be thinking along the lines 

of completing a novel, from creation to submission, within 

nine months. Thus, I should get one and a third novels 
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done in the coming year. 

This, of course, will depend on where I'm starting from: 

I'm hoping to have a completed first draft by the end of 

this year.  

David.  

         

The secret of writing is to put words on paper, whatever 

those words may be: A page of bad writing can be 

improved, but a blank page is just a blank page.  

   

New Year... 
Posted by emily_horner on Oct-01-02 at 08:22 AM 
   

I think that last New Year's I swore I'd have the WIP 

finished and out the door. 

It took me two months to write--but I didn't count on how 

hard and long revisions would be. I think the second draft 

will be finished in November or December, and I'll need a 

third draft to make it presentable. 

*This* year I will whack both the novels into shape and 

send them out. 
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I always make resolutions, but I rarely end up keeping 

them...    

Inherent trap of resolutions 

Posted by yeep on Oct-01-02 at 01:46 PM 
   

I was listening to a self-help tape (I listen to a lot of those 

from Nightengale-Conant ... they're extremely good about 

giving you 30 days to listen to them and decide if they're 

worth paying for or not) on psychocybernetics, and they 

had an interesting point about the inherent trap of making 

resolutions that require willpower.  

Resolutions like "I will learn how to ..." are fine, because 

that's basically just scheduling something on your mental 

calendar. But resolutions like "I will write 1000 words a 

day" have an inherent trap to them. That's why so many 

people set and break resolutions (especially regarding 

diet/exercise) and get sick of the whole process.  

If you're currently comfortable writing 500 words a day, 

you can force yourself to write 1000 words a day for a 

period of time. But every day that you look at the calendar 

and think to yourself, "Wow! I wrote 1000 words today, 

which is more than I would have if I hadn't had this 

resolution to drive me forward." you're undercutting the 
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ground you're standing on, because you're suggesting 

that you were forced to write this extra 500 words. Like a 

giant rubberband stretched too far, or a cosmic set of 

scales, something in the back of your brain is adding up 

all those 500 word increments that have been "stolen", 

that you were forced to write, and sooner or later, when 

your willpower wavers, it will demand payback. You'll find 

days or weeks when you can't write at all, until the 

pressure equalizes. And somehow, you've averaged your 

comfortable 500 words.  

That's not to say resolutions are bad. Far from it. But it's 

important to frame them in terms of growth and 

opportunity, like "I'm maturing into an experienced writer 

capable of producing 1000 words average per day" rather 

than framing it as something you're forcing upon yourself. 

The difference between the 500 words you were 

comfortable with this year and the 1000 words you will be 

comfortable with next year are not forced, not stolen, not 

imposed ... they're a natural result of being a different kind 

of writer. There's nothing for your back brain to rebel 

against. No willpower necessary.  

Jennifer  
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Chocolate 

Posted by Nodigio on Oct-01-02 at 05:27 PM 
   

I usually set goals on how much chocolate I will allow 

myself determined by how much I write. In the past, that 

was because what I wrote was such a drudge (well 

paying, but still a drudge), and I needed a tangible reward 

to do this.  

Did I tell you that along with my goal to change genres 

from fact to fiction that I changed jobs? I quit the manual 

mill and got a day job I really like - working at a boarding 

school for gifted and talented high school students. I now 

have more hours in the day to devote to writing my own 

words.  

That changes any possible New Year's Resolutions for 

me. I haven't given it truly deep thought, but pacing is 

certainly a top option here.  

Fiction is different from fact in many ways, and the jet 

speed I'm accustomed to from the manual mill isn't 

necessary here. I can take longer, and still be highly 

productive. I can tinker and play.  
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So I think, this year, I'll reward myself with chocolate not 

for quantity, but for personal writing satisfaction. If I write 

a story or a scene I like, I will have something chocolate.  

So, should I start on a more stringent exercise plan now, 

or wait until weight gain is obvious?    

   

Goals 

Posted by p_machine on Oct-16-02 at 03:56 PM  

  

Maybe just one more thing (unless I overlooked it): I look 

back upon my life in the last year, and what I could have 

done better or worse, and I plan on looking back to see 

the progress I made in writing. I mean, quantity is needed, 

but the quality of for instance the way I write dialogue has 

to have changed in a year's time, I think.  

And based on that assessment of myself, my intentions 

and my actions over the last year I then put together my 

goals for the next year.  
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No Changes, But... 
Posted by baka_kit on Oct-15-02 at 10:41 PM 
   

In general, I'm pretty good at the day-to-day writing, when 

it's new material. I think I'll keep my production goals the 

same.  

That being said, I'll be trying new things. One in particular 

being Holly's method for one-pass revising, rather then 

my previous, more incremental method. If it works, I'm 

going to try and clear out a significant portion of my 

backlog of 1st and 2nd drafts. Ideally, I'd like to pitch 3 or 

4 "out the door," but if I get 1 or 2, besides the one I'm 

going to send out in early November, I'll be satisfied.  

I haven't had much luck with New Year's Resolutions, but 

lately I've been setting realistic short-term project-based 

goals, and doing pretty well at sticking to those.  

   

Nothing drastic 

Posted by MattScudder on Oct-16-02 at 00:33 AM 
   

I don't usually pay much attention to the new year. It's just 

another day, and I see no point in waiting until January 
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1st to make resolutions if there's something in my life that 

needs changing. On that note, I would like to better 

organize my writing schedule to include revision time and 

submission time. I've got the regular writing schedule 

down pat, but I need to start working the business side of 

the writing machine. Though I'm going to start trying to 

implement these changes this week, so I guess it doesn't 

count as a New Year goal or resolution.  

   

Doesn't work for me... 
Posted by Jaslia on Oct-16-02 at 05:45 AM 
   

I've stopped setting New Year resolutions a long time 

ago. Mostly because every time I told myself 'You are 

going to quit smoking next year' and it never ever worked.    

I do better when I take everything one step at the time, 

otherwise I only feel overwhelmed. So I've started to set 

myself tiny, short-term goals and it works just fine.  

I don't work well under pressure, especially pressure I 

create myself. 

I guess it's not only me.    

Jessica Taylor  
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Imagination is the beginning of creation. You imagine 

what you desire, you will what you imagine and at last you 

create what you will. 

George Bernard Shaw (1856 - 1950)  

   

I did, this year..... 
Posted by strigidae on Oct-18-02 at 08:04 PM 
   

I did make some writing resolutions, this year, for the first 

time.  

I think that it may have helped that I kept them very Zen 

and took my own personal peculiarities into account while 

designing them.  

First time 

Posted by ksej on Oct-02-02 at 05:12 PM 

 
 

I joined the community in February, and before that I was 

a bit of a patchy writer. So looks like this is going to be my 

first year for writing resolutions.  

I've been making lifestyle resolutions at the beginning of 

calendar years, academic years and on my birthday for a 
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few years now. Some I stuck to. Some I just shifted to the 

next year.  

I don't think I'll make any "write x words" or "complete 

work x" resolutions, because I write the words reasonably 

and finish the work on its own merits. My big resolution for 

next year (please don't quote me on it next December) is 

to get Dice on its way. Because writing comes easy to 

me. Much easier than sending things out into the harsh 

cruel world, where people might reject them... if you've 

reached this stage you know the fears as well as I do. 

Anyway, I need my hand held through the whole 

synopsis-query-submission process. And now I'll stop 

before I think of any more excuses    

   

No new years goals for me 

Posted by zbaxter on Oct-01-02 at 07:18 PM 

 
 

I had a contract to write a computing book by July 1 this 

year, and I couldn't start on the thing until the deadline 

had passed. I have no idea why. Fortunately, the editor 

was very patient, but he kept setting deadlines, and I kept 

missing them. It wasn't until he said "just let me know 
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when its ready" that I could really just knuckle down and 

do it. Once I began, I burned through that thing in under a 

month, and I was thumping myself for not having just 

done it when I got the original contract, cause I would 

have finished in plenty of time. AIIE!  

The strangest thing is that I meet my deadlines for the 

magazine I write for, no problems.  

So, rather than setting myself goals to meet (and miss!) 

I've changed the way I work. I'm trying to develop good 

habits that get me writing every day. Improve my 

processes, and not worry so much about the goals.  

Once I've developed the confidence that I can comfortably 

and ably write each and every day, and that my 

processes and habits are in place, I might start setting 

myself some goals, but I'm a bit scared that I'll derail the 

progress I'm making. I want to build on the successes, 

first.  

I've taken some writing dares, because they are very 

much about process, and because I want to focus on 

process, I've chosen dares that let me work on things I've 

already begun, so there's no "finish this story" goal 

looming.  
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Changing the way I work has helped me to finish my first 

short story in a year, and since I finished one, the rest 

have come like snowballs, and I'm really proud of the 

progress I'm making.  

Phew. That was long.  

   

New Year Goals 

Posted by jillb on Oct-02-02 at 08:55 AM 

 
 

I don't usually set any goals at the start of the New Year, 

but I think I'm going to have to do *something* just to get 

a bit more structure to what I do. If I have something to 

aim for it's better for me (personally) than an airy fairy "I'll 

do this today/tomorrow/next week" - the problem is setting 

realistic goals without making them either too high or, too 

low. I think my biggest goal will be to ensure I set aside 

undisturbed time to write (although a few extra hours in 

the day would help    

Jill  
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"If you can't be a good example, then you'll just have to 

be a terrible warning." - Catherine Aird  

   

Resolutions/Goals 

Posted by Resasaurus on Oct-02-02 at 01:58 PM 

 
 

This year I had baby step goals- finish revising the novel I 

wrote last year, submit fiction.  

Next year, I'll stretch a little higher. Haven't decided yet 

what my goals shall be!  

I like positive goals that don't feel like deprivations. Such 

as, I'll write before I goof off online, instead of resolving 

that I'll stop goofing off online.  

Resa  
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Preparing for the New Year  

Overcoming Writer's Block  

By Linda Adams 
©2002, Linda Adams 

 

If you've ever had writer's block, you know how frustrating it can be.  

You look at a blank computer screen and simply can't come up with 

anything.  It can even be like a snowball rolling downhill, getting 

bigger and bigger.  "I can't come up with a good idea" becomes "I'll 

never come up with a good idea again."  What can you do to 

overcome it?  

Basic Techniques  

The first thing to remember is not to become discouraged.  It's not 

going to last forever, and in fact, it may be easy to resolve.  Here are 

a few techniques you can experiment with to get the creative juices 

flowing again.  

1. Try setting the scene or chapter aside for a few days and let 

your mind work on it.  Sometimes all it takes is a fresh 

perspective.  
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2. Try writing something different.  If you're working on a novel, 

try writing a nonfiction article or a short story.  Often you can 

learn something new from different kinds of writing.  

3. Write freehand.  Just get a blank piece of paper and write 

whatever comes to mind.  Don't worry about how it sounds--just 

follow the direction your mind takes.  

4.  Read books, magazines, and newspapers.  Sometimes the 

mind needs to be fed with outside sources for inspiration.  Pick 

a page in the newspaper and read the article in the upper left 

corner.  Write down what feelings you experience and why.  

Now imagine what it would be like to feel the opposite way.  

These are but a few ideas, and there are probably many more you 

can find.  But what if none of them work?  Then you'll need to take 

the next step and try to figure out what further steps will help free 

your creativity.  Knowing the cause of the block can often help in 

finding a solution.  

Getting Ideas  

We'll start with something many writers find elusive--getting ideas.  

Everything you come up with sounds too clichéd, been done before, 

or just isn't any good.  Or is it?  

Some writers place a lot of value on the idea, as if discovering the 

right one will transform the story into a best seller.  They come up 
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with one, then discard it because it isn't good enough.  Then they try 

another one, but it's been done before.  How could you not become 

frustrated if you're doing this?  

The idea isn't valuable.  It's just a seed from which your novel will 

grow; anyone can come up with one.  Just tell someone you're a 

writer, and they'll immediately say, "Hey, I have this great idea..."  

Nor is an idea original.  Everything's been done before.  After all, 

people have been writing stories since man could write and telling 

stories for even longer.  Trying to find an idea that hasn't been done 

before is a very difficult goal to attain.  

Instead, what makes the story unique is what you bring to it.  Each of 

us has a myriad of experiences and skills, all different.  Two writers 

could take exactly the same idea and come up with two entirely 

different stories--and you'd probably never guess they were based on 

the same idea.  

Don't frustrate yourself into writer's block by trying to come up with 

the perfect idea.  It's not the most important part of the story--it's only 

the beginning of it.  

Getting Stuck  

The crumpled paper in your trashcan is threatening to overflow.  The 

pages contain fragments of rejected passages, scenes, or chapters.  
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No matter what you do, you can't seem to make it work.  What's 

wrong?  

You'll need to do some troubleshooting to determine what's going on.  

Sometimes we can be our worst enemy, and sometimes we can be 

our best ally--and both can cause writer's block!  

Worst Enemies:  Your worst enemies are bad habits.  Things like 

continuously rewriting the same passages over and over or being 

overly critical of your work.  With these kinds of habits, you can set 

yourself up for frustration that can cause writer's block.  

If you're doing these kinds of things, set a single goal--finish the draft.  

Ignore the voices telling you that you should go back and rewrite this 

because it's not quite right; turn your back on the ones telling you that 

the story is terrible.  Remind yourself that it's only a first draft and that 

you can change things later on, after you've reached the end.  You 

may even find, upon review, that the story really wasn't as bad as 

those voices thought they were.  

Best Allies: One of your best allies is your subconscious because it 

tells you something is wrong when you become stuck.  It may be 

preventing you from going any further because it knows you're going 

in the wrong direction.  You might try something as simple as using a 

different point of view or as drastic as abandoning the entire book.  

You do, however, have to be willing to throw out a scene, chapter, or 

even the book if it really isn't working.  Yes, you've spent a lot of time 
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on it, and it's a temptation to want to use everything.  But if it's 

keeping you stuck at page 100, it's not doing you any good.  

Think about how you can do the section differently.  Come up with ten 

diverse solutions.  Try some from another point of view, with different 

characters -- whatever you can think of.  Even if you never use it, 

each effort gets you one step closer to a successful book.  

Writer's block is something we impose on ourselves by striving for the 

impossible, being over critical, and even just trying to solve a 

problem.  Be aware of what can cause it so you can use that 

knowledge to overcome it.  
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Preparing for the New Year 

The Healthy Writer  

by S. Labloch 
© 2002, S. Labloch 

 

Easy yoga-inspired moves for stress relief and increased 
flexibility  

No writer wants to get carpal tunnel or any other repetitive stress 

injury. One way to stay limber is with these easy moves. Just getting 

up and taking a break every hour or less helps, too. Your eyes will 

thank you.  

Now, don't be afraid. These are moves inspired, adapted, and 

modified from Hatha Yoga, along with non-yoga stretches I've found 

helpful. I get sore and stiff like any other writer -- tender wrists and 

fingers, numb behinds and hurting backs, headaches and crushing 

migraines. I thought I'd share a few things that work with me. No 

pretzel twists here -- promise. Read through to get an idea of what 

you'll need to do before you dive in to the exercises.  

Before we start...  
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Anyone can do these poses and stretches, and do them almost 

anywhere. Comfort is key, in both clothing and during the exercises. 

Close the office door if you're shy.  

Be gentle, and go slowly. Muscles are like chewing gum -- when 

they're cold, a good pull can tear them, but when they're warm, the 

same pull stretches it all out. Even cold muscles stretch well, if you 

take your time -- anywhere from 20-60 seconds (count: "one-one-

thousand, two-one-thousand...").  

Remember, muscles are designed to pull, so maintain gentle 

stretches for as long as you need until the muscle relaxes. If you want 

to take it deeper, take it in small increments. Take care not to 

overstretch ligaments.  

Head, Shoulders, Neck  

Headaches can come from eyestrain or neck/back strain (and other 

pains).  

Sometimes simply reminding yourself to relax your shoulders can 

ease the bunched muscles and get your shoulders out of your ears.  

The Back  

Sometimes it's poor ergonomics or poor posture. In any case, it hurts. 

Yes, the sore back. Slouching over a keyboard all day doesn't help 

us, and we'll concentrate on easing the muscle strain.  
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(Note on ergonomics: Sitting is harder on the back than standing, and 

poor working conditions cause even more physical stress. Try to have 

arms parallel to the ground and hands floating above keyboard and 

mouse. Wrists should be flat, not resting on keyboard or pad while 

typing. Have feet on floor if possible and look down at the glare-and-

dust-free monitor. For more information, start with http://www.office-

ergo.com/ )  

On to The Good Stuff  

First, loosen your belt, pants, and shirt buttons, then stick your 

stomach out. That's right. Push it out. See it round out? That's what 

you want to see when you breathe in. A deep breath comes from the 

belly; your diaphragm pulls down and your organs go out. Breathe 

into the stomach, then fill up to the top of the chest. Focus on your 

breathing, on feeling it go in and out. Inhale and exhale evenly.  

Repeat five times, slowly. (see, I told you this would be easy!)  

Now, the stretches:  

Quickies (At your desk/Seated Moves)  

(Wrists/arms)  

-Place your palms together in front of you, then point your fingers 

towards your neck. Pushing your hands together, lower them away 

http://www.office-ergo.com/
http://www.office-ergo.com/
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from your body until your wrists separate. (Stretch gently!) Hold for 20 

seconds.  

-Stretch out with arms out from your sides (you look like a T), palms 

facing away from you, fingers pointing up. You should feel the stretch 

along the top of your forearms. Settle your shoulders away from your 

ears.  

(Shoulders)  

-Clasp hands and raise them over your head, palms facing the 

ceiling. Keep your shoulders down and elbows loose. Hold for 20 

seconds.  

-Lower clasped hands and place them behind your head (but not 

touching it) and feel the stretch across the front of your upper chest. 

Squeeze the shoulder blades together. Hold gently for 15 seconds.  

-Place hands behind you and clasp them. Straighten arms and 

stretch the front of the shoulder socket. Hold for 15-20 seconds. 

Raise hands for deeper stretch.  

-Now take clasped hands in front of you, palms facing away. Keep 

arms at shoulder height and push out with shoulder blades, reversing 

the previous stretch. To bring in the back, round out the lower back 

away from the hands as if you're pulling away.  
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-Shoulder rolls. Roll shoulders in large circles from front to back, then 

back to front. Do 10-20 times.  

(Neck)  

-Sit up straight. Concentrate on pushing your shoulders down and on 

pulling your head up. Hold for 20 seconds.  

-Lean your right ear into your right shoulder. Keep the shoulder down 

and feel the stretch along the left side of your neck. Hold for 20 

seconds, then repeat on the other side.  

-Bow head forward, mouth and jaw closed (not clenched). Tuck your 

chin into your chest and feel the stretch along the back of your neck. 

Hold for 20 seconds.  

-Lean head back, mouth closed and jaw loose. Hold for 20 seconds.  

-Roll head in large circle, clockwise. Do 5 times, then repeat 

counterclockwise, 5 times.  

(Back)  

-Sit in chair, feet touching the ground and wide apart. Bend over, 

slide your arms (palms up) inside your knees, and put your shoulders 

near your knees. Let your head hang down and release your 

shoulders and back. Hold for 20 seconds.   
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You can also stand and give yourself a long, leisurely stretch. Go 

ahead, I'll wait. :)   

Extra Moves  

Numb Butt (This helps muscle tone, too!)  

To get blood flowing back into the posterior, try a short walk around 

your writing area or some squats.  

Then, parallel your feet slightly past hip-and-shoulder width or spread 

your feet widely but comfortably. Keep your knees behind your toes 

(in line with your ankles if possible) and lower your bottom as if you 

were trying to sit, butt-first, into a chair. Go as low as you comfortably 

can above 90 degrees with the knee and then get back up slowly, 

using your glutes and straightening. You can hold on to your desk or 

bathroom sink for balance if you wish. 1-10 times.  

More Relaxation Moves  

(You'll need standing and reclining space. Have pillow or towel handy 

if you'd like the extra padding.)  

-Do the Quickie moves, then get comfy for some floor moves.  

Back  
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Start at Table Pose, go to Cat Pose, Table, Cow, Table. Repeat 2-3 

times or as many as you'd like. (Always sandwiching Table Pose 

between Cat and Cow Poses.)  

-Table Pose  

Get down on all fours, and place your arms under your shoulders, 

and legs about hip width apart, knees under your hips. Your back 

parallels the floor. This pose should be relaxed and comfortable. (Put 

towels underneath your knees for cushioning if you'd like.) Keep your 

gaze soft and at a 45 degree angle or so. The spine feels free of 

tension.  

-Cat Pose (also helpful with menstrual cramps and safe for pregnant 

writers)  

Think of a cat arching.  

From Table Pose, bring head down, hips down and in. Raise the abs 

to round out the back. Think of pushing up with the abs (or of pulling 

in and up) and letting the back open up. Brace the hands and the 

tops of your feet against the floor for a deeper stretch. Hold for 20 

seconds.  

(Breathe. Go back to Table pose by releasing the abs, hips, and 

raising head.)  

-Cow Pose  
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Think of reverse Cat Pose.  

Tilt your hips to the ceiling, push down and in with the lower back, 

drop the spine to the neck, and raise the head. Feel the stretch in the 

front of your spine. Hold for 20 seconds.  

You can also try the side stretches before moving on to Child Pose. 

They're listed after that pose.  

-Child Pose  

From Table Pose, sit back on your legs until your head reaches your 

knees (or thereabouts). Arms outstretched or crossed next to your 

head, rest or recline your head and relax. Let the tension flow out of 

you, and shift to the most comfortable position in the pose. Breathe, 

and relax.  

-Side Stretches  

From Table Pose, twitch your hips to the right and look over your right 

shoulder. Feel the stretch along the left side of your spine, your 

weight evenly distributed between your right and left sides. Imagine 

that your spine curves in a C if viewed from above. Gently hold for 15 

seconds. Reverse to stretch your right side for 15 seconds, and then 

hold Table Pose for another 15. Breathe, and sink into Child Pose.  

If you're still game, try...  

 Reclining Move  
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Lie on the floor, arms anywhere from 45 to 90 degrees from your 

body, whatever is most comfortable. Hands, too, should be at their 

most comfortable position. You can put a folded towel under your 

head. Comfort is key. Relax, breathing gently and deeply. Be aware 

of your breath, but let it ebb and flow.  

If a thought enters your mind, follow it but then let it go, like a balloon 

easing from your hand. Bring your awareness back to your breath.  

To get up, roll to your side, your head supported by your arm, and 

then push up with your arms to bring you to a seated position.  

That's all the yoga I'm getting into for now. Enjoy the relaxation and 

the time you've given yourself.  

Thank you -- you've been good to your body.  

Happy writing!  
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Theme:  Art in Fiction, Fiction as Art 

Limning the Fire of Jazz  

By Matthias Hoefler 
© 2002, Matthias Hoefler 

 

Jazz is a truly American music.  If you’re trying to set the stage for an 

American experience, particularly from about 1900 on, jazz may be 

the thing you’re looking for.   

In the beginning, Creole and African American musicians took the 

helm but soon white America began imitating this new sound that had 

feet tapping and bodies moving, to the chagrin of the parents of that 

generation.  

I’m going to present a number of quotes that include vivid 

descriptions of jazz at its fieriest, and as I’m doing that I’ll make 

comments, pointing out implications based on the practice of these 

authors for our own work.  .  Lastly I’ll recommend an introduction into 

the world of jazz that you can pursue for yourself if you wish.  Keep in 

mind that although I’m concerned in this essay with fast jazz tunes, 

(what I’ve called in the title “the fire of jazz”) there is also a mellow 

side to the art we could have looked into.  For the sake of focus I’ve 
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chosen the more up tempo songs and left the ballads for you to check 

into for yourself.  

Let’s start with a poem by Carl Sandburg.  Here is how Carl 

Sandburg treats jazz music in his “Jazz Fantasia”:  

… batter on your banjos, sob on the long cool winding 

saxophones… [s]ling your knuckles on the bottoms of the 

happy tin pans, let your trombones ooze, and go husha-husha-

husa with the slippery sandpaper. Moan like an autumn wind 

high in the lonesome treetops, moan soft like you wanted 

somebody terrible, race like a racing car slipping away from a 

motorcycle-cop, bang-bang!… make two people fight on the top 

of a stairway and scratch each other’s eye in a clinch tumbling 

down the stairs… [n]ow a Mississippi steamboat pushes up the 

night river with a hoo-hoo-hoo-oo… and the green lanterns 

calling to the high soft stars… a red moon rides on the humps 

of the low river hills… (Untermeyer, 242)  

There’s so much I could pull out of this excellent passage.  Note the 

particularly strong visual imagery; some people imagine visual 

scenes that the music is describing when they listen.  Personally I 

tend not to do that, but that wouldn’t stop me from using jazz music to 

describe an imagined scene in a text I was writing.  Nearly any scene 

could be evoked by the music; jazz encompasses both fast passages 

and slower ballads.  Nearly any psychological space you could 

imagine could be entered through the leadership of a jazz band.  
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Sandburg, however,  stretches beyond painting certain events or 

human conditions.  He even fills his instruments themselves with 

descriptive phrases.  I like that the “trombones ooze” and the 

saxophones “sob.”  “Ooze” is very visual and not a musical term at 

all, but it puts a picture in your mind’s eye that is enjoyable, or even a 

bit nasty.  The saxophone becomes a creature capable of soft tears, 

seemingly entirely apart from the musician playing it.  

Zora Neale Hurston shows us a beautiful picture of jazz at a club.  As 

with our previous example, she builds the music into images for the 

reader, as her character becomes a part of the picture she expresses 

to us.  She joins the performers in some way.  Permit me to quote her 

here at length.  She’s got something to say to us:  

… when I sit in the drafty basement that is The New World 

Cabaret with a white person, my color comes.  We enter 

chatting about any little nothing that we have in common and 

are seated by the jazz waiter.  In the abrupt way that jazz 

orchestras have, this one plunges into a number.  It loses no 

time in circumlocutions, but gets right down to business.  It 

constricts the thorax and splits the heart with its tempo and 

narcotic harmonics.  This orchestra grows rambunctious, rears 

on its hind legs and attacks the tonal veil with primitive fury, 

rending it, clawing it, until it breaks through to the jungle 

beyond.  I follow those heathen – follow them exultantly.  I 

dance wildly inside myself; I yell within.  I whoop; I shake my 
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assegai above my head.  I hurl it true to the mark yeeeeooww!  

I am in the jungle and living in the jungle way.  My face is 

painted red and yellow and my body is painted blue.  My pulse 

is throbbing like a war drum.  I want to slaughter something – 

give pain, give death to what, I do not know.  But the piece 

ends.  The men of the orchestra wipe their lips and rest their 

fingers.  I creep back slowly to the veneer we call civilization 

with the last tone and find the white friend sitting motionless in 

his seat, smoking calmly.  

“Good music they have here,” he remarks, drumming the table 

with his fingertips. (Gould, Diyanni, et. al. 18)  

Note that Thurston doesn’t describe the music much at all in the 

above quotation.  It’s also not the instruments that become a focal 

point, but the entire band .  Also, she highlights her response to the 

actions of this ‘creature’ which the band members collectively 

become.  She describes the band as a creature out for blood and 

then details her joining that creature in prowling through the jungle.  

This synergy gives rise to a reaction that we might read in the pages 

of The Lord of the Flies.  As you already see, there is much 

expressive potential in a text such as the above.  

Her white friend’s understated response is a contrast that serves her 

purpose well.  His laid back remark and gesture sharpen our sense of 

her inner response to the music.   Keep contrast in mind as you are 

showing jazz music.  Contrast is an important principle to all the arts.  
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What if you’d like to appeal to an audience who has a little more 

technical knowledge of music?  Or what if, for some other purpose, 

you want to move in this direction?  From “Describing Music in Five 

Easy Steps” you can pick up some of the language that would pin 

down what your characters hear, and even some of the 

instrumentation the band itself would have.  Under timbres it lists 

these adjectives: “dark, bright, rounded, rough, scratchy, reedy, and 

brassy.”  What is a timbre?  Think of timbre as the characteristic 

sounds of a given instrument in contrast to other instruments.  So you 

might have a bright sounding flute, rounded tones from the clarinet, or 

rough rips coming from the trombone section.   

Let’s look at how a presentation using what I’m calling ‘technical 

words’ might play out in an actual description.  Here’s one from Max 

Jones and John Chilton’s offering, Louis:  The Louis Armstrong Story 

1900-1971:  

There is an air of precision in the phrasing and articulation that 

suggests the solo was carefully worked out ahead of time – 

understandable in that this was his recording debut.  However, 

in the last two bars of the solo Louis relaxes, shifting the 

emphasis of the beat in a masterly fashion – and with this 

phrase emphatically places his calling card in the hall of fame. 

(222)  

The passage doesn’t appeal as much to the emotions as Thurston's 

did.  It uses terminology that appeals to the mind instead of the 
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emotions.  Both ‘articulation’ and ‘phrasing’ relate to speech.  

‘Articulation’ can be likened to the way your character says her 

words.  Maybe she accents a word in a sentence, or clips the ‘g’ off 

the end of some of her words because of the dialect she speaks (e.g. 

runnin,’ walkin,’ etc.).   You could do the same sort of thing while 

playing through your trumpet, only using notes instead of using 

words.  Expressing dialect or emphasis through your horn would be 

an example of articulation.  ‘Phrasing’ is a related idea.  Phrases are 

notes grouped into ‘sentences.’  A solo is a collection of these 

‘sentences’ that make up a coherent paragraph, so to speak.  The 

‘beat’ does not relate to speech; it is what you clap to in a song, or 

dance to.  This is provided  by the drummer.  

This last example comes from Bill Shoemaker’s review entitled, 

“Duos at Vancouver International Jazz Festival.”  It is a bit more 

technical than the one we just examined, so it will elicit a stronger 

response from an audience that is more familiar with music 

terminology.  Don’t feel barred from writing along these lines if your 

purpose dictates it.  The hope is that your readers will notice the time 

you put into researching for your writing.  Also notice that here we 

have a synthesis of the two approaches I’ve outlined for you; 

Shoemaker appeals to the mind and to the emotions:   

Their precision, particularly at precariously fast tempi, is 

frequently astonishing. Intriguingly, their rhythmic finesse 

is central to how they distill the laughter and sighs 
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embedded in broad, melodramatic melodies. 

Turnarounds, pickup notes and concluding themes are 

often oversized and laugh-out-loud funny. Elsewhere, 

their attack is supple and even impish. With every aside 

and jape, Trovesi and Coscia created the score for 

running away with the circus, wandering the countryside, 

or letting the evening slip into night. (JazzTimes)  

A couple of definitions are in order if you’re unfamiliar with the above 

terms.  A ‘turnaround’ is a group of sounds at the end of a musical 

phrase that leads you back to the beginning of the melody.  While 

we’re at it, a melody is similar to a solo, in that the melody is a 

collection of phrases, or ‘sentences.’  Any number of musicians could 

play a melody.  However, a musician would play a solo by himself.  

‘Pickup notes’ are a group of notes that are heard at the beginning of 

a phrase.   

Note the comparison Shoemaker sets up using terms that normally 

describe actions that require speech. He shows the musicians as 

playing an ‘aside,’ and a ‘jape.’  We can pick up his technique and 

use it for our own purposes.  Why couldn’t the bass player pluck out a 

phrase containing a teasingly snide jibe toward the drummer?   

Also keep in mind that the bandleaders and emcees will talk to the 

audience.  Any instrument could be played by a bandleader.  Many 

bandleaders play an assortment of instruments, including: Duke 

Ellington played the piano; Charlie Mingus played bass; Miles Davis 
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played the trumpet; Max Roach plays the drums; and on the list goes.  

This can lend a different sort of atmosphere to the performance or 

maybe even create a character that you might not otherwise have 

brought into the fray:   

Cosby kept to the role of star emcee, teasing the VIP-heavy crowd 

("Thanks for coming…for free."), roasting his old Birdland buddy 

("Enjoy this one Elvin because when you're 85 it's gonna be all 

ballads.") and berating him for his slow walk of fame. (JazzTimes)  

Here’s where I bid you well in your adventure now that we’ve sat and 

looked at these approaches to expressing what’s going on in the 

music that your characters listen to, overhear, or play.  You just might 

do one better by beginning to listen to jazz if that isn’t already one of 

your hobbies.  This is yet another experience you can bring to your 

audience.  Being able to present even rudimentary descriptions of 

jazz allows you to pull your readers into a world that some won’t know 

much about – and hence would be motivated by and interested in.  

Others will enjoy seeing their favorite musicians in print, or pick up on 

new musicians from your work.  Birdland (mentioned in the above 

quote) was a club famous for it’s jazz offerings.  I might suggest that 

you start there with Ella Fitzgerald’s song “Lullaby of Birdland,” or by 

finding John Coltrane’s “Trane’s Slow Blues" on the album, “John 

Coltrane Lush Life.”   

We’ve looked at a number of approaches to representing the ‘fire of 

jazz’ in your work.  We moved from depicting instruments as 
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creatures, to viewing the entire band as an entity with which an active 

listener can create.    We also looked at three approaches to showing 

jazz in print.  We began that by examining appealing to the emotions, 

and then perused appealing to the mind.  Finally, we read an author 

who successfully sythesized the two preceding approaches.  Which 

one is best?  I think it depends on a number of factors, including your 

audience, and the purpose for including the event in your text.  You’ll 

need to work that out for yourself.   

Think of music and of speech as being similar.  We can use 

techniques and ideas from one to inform the way we write about the 

other.   
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Theme:  Art in Fiction, Fiction as Art 

The Arts in Worldbuilding:  
Music for Your Fantasy World  

By K.R. Mercik 
© 2002, K.R. Mercik 

 

Kaspan stood at the edge of the circle by the fire, watching the 

travelers whirl around like madmen. On logs to either side of 

him the music-makers sat, lost in the world of their art, seeming 

to have drifted away from the mundane reality behind them. 

Kaspan watched them as they beat against drums or piped 

away on the long, thin instrument they called a floute, a 

complex metal instrument with several buttons that were 

pressed to close more holes than a man has fingers on his 

hand. There was also a man playing a fiddle, and another 

playing a harp. Back in the civilized Northlands, such a mixture 

of instruments would be deemed a catastrophe, but these 

travelers were experienced music-makers, and their melodies 

struck Kaspan’s soul and made him travel to the same realm as 

the others…   
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Music is, and always has been, an important part of culture and 

society.  From the earliest humans beating on hollow logs to modern 

electrical music, it has always been a part of the human spirit and 

advancement, and is one of the oldest forms of expression known. 

When dealing with music in a Fantasy setting, a writer has a wealth of 

music history to draw from.   

First, a writer should learn the basics of music theory and application. 

Understanding the concept of time and key signatures is important. 

The time signature explains to the musician how many beats per 

measure there are, relative to what note provides the basic beat. For 

example, standard Western is a 4/4 time signature, providing 4 beats 

per measure, with the quarter note (1/4) providing the beat. A 

nonstandard western time signature would be something like 10/8, 

where there are 10 beats per measure, with the eight (1/8) note 

providing the beat.    

A key signature describes what scale will be used for the music. 

Western music is often composed to the Key of C, meaning the C 

note is the root of the scale used. I recommend visiting the website 

on Music Theory on Outside Shore: 

http://www.outsideshore.com/school/almanac/html/Music_Theory/ . It 

is primarily a Jazz website, but the theory aspects are good for basic 

research.   

The first consideration when adding music to your world is the 

function music serves. Is it religious in nature? Or does it stem from a 

http://www.outsideshore.com/school/almanac/html/Music_Theory/
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glorious history of war and conquest, a progression from drums and 

pipes into a culture-wide movement? One should also consider 

whether or not music interests the commons, and to what extent it is 

available. A noble Lord or Lady would be able to hire musicians with 

superior instruments (such as complex wind instruments, or large, 

finely-tuned string instruments made of precious wood); the common 

people, on the other hand, would not be able to afford such 

extravagance, and would use far simpler instruments.   

One way to make your world unique and interesting is to add what I 

call "nonstandard music" to your cultures. Nonstandard music is 

drawn from real-world cultures that are not normally associated with 

traditional fantasy. Some of the best cultures to draw musical ideas 

from are tribal African cultures, Indian cultures, and Aboriginal 

cultures.   

The African tribal beats are rather unique in the world of music. The 

time signatures used cannot be easily explained by Western musical 

theory, as the time is given to the other drummers through two 

instruments called axa and gan. The axa resembles a maraca, with a 

beaded cover; the gan is a simple double-bell instrument. Together 

they provide an irregular, consistent beat. The other instruments used 

are the kag, kid, sog, and ats, which are progressively larger drums. 

For more information, check out: 

 http://www.dancedrummer.com/trad.html.   

http://www.dancedrummer.com/trad.html
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An Indian music tradition called Sangeet can also provide a unique 

flavor for your Fantasy world. Sangeet uses a dual-concept layered 

approach to music, based around tal and rag. Tal is a sophisticated 

and complex form of rhythm, often using long and repetitive rythmic 

beats. Rag is a system that uses seven notes in various 

arrangements, which at first glance appears similar to Western key 

signatures. However, Sangeet Rag does not follow the same rules for 

scale construction, and will often sound "off" to a trained Western 

listener. More information can be found at:  

http://chandrakantha.com/articles/indian_music/.   

The traditional music of most Aboriginal cultures uses vocal melodies 

more often than instrumentation. An Aboriginal song is a collection of 

short rythmic settings that is about a particular background, and is 

called a songline. Most Aborigines believe songs belonging to 

different groups cannot be heard by outsiders (such as men listening 

to women's songs and vice versa) because they believe illness or 

death can result. A complex and highly advanced vocal form of 

music, it is also beautiful to the ear and pleasing to the soul. More 

information is available at: 

 http://www.aboriginalaustralia.com.   

As you can see, there are many more forms of musical expression 

that can be used for your fantasy world than are traditionally used. If 

your goal in writing is to break away from a stock European culture, 

http://chandrakantha.com/articles/indian_music/
http://www.aboriginalaustralia.com/
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then studying music and the cultures that produced it can open up a 

whole new world of ideas.    

K.R. Mercik is currently serving in the United States 

Marine Corps as a Computer Tech. In his spare time he 

works on his first serious science fiction novel, Blink. He 

lives in North Carolina with his wife and two cats.  
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Theme:  Art in Fiction, Fiction as Art 

Cavemen, Explosions and 
Psychothyretics:  

The Future History of Art  

By Bob Billing 
©2002, Bob Billing  

 

When humans first moved into caves, they began to decorate the 

walls. It's reasonable to guess that they were responding to a deep-

seated desire to represent what they saw around them, to practice 

make-believe about good hunting. And perhaps they simply wanted 

something nice to look at. What they did was largely dictated by what 

they could do; by the pigments they could find and the natural fibres 

that made the first artists' brushes.  

Every artist since has faced the same challenges. The limitations of 

technique define what can be done, and the audiences decide what 

they will accept. Audiences can be capricious. For example, Spike 

Milligan's classic comedy series The Goon Show, which ran on 

British radio from soon after the end of the Second World War and 

went on for several decades, regularly used the comic explosion as a 
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plot device. One character, ususally the hapless Bluebottle, would do 

something that involved a large quantity of dynamite, and towards the 

end of the show there would be a thunderous explosion from which 

the character would stagger shouting, "You dirty rotten swine, you've 

deaded me!" This went down remarkably well with British audiences 

despite their having recently emerged from the blitzkrieg in which 

large sections of cities had been bombed out of existence by the 

Luftwaffe. However when decades later terrorist bombing, aimed at 

killing and injuring civilians rather than destroying property, became a 

regular feature of British life the explosion became less funny as a 

plot device and very few shows now make use of it.  

Every new technology, as it has been developed, has found an 

artistic application. The Venetians learned how to make clear glass 

and their artists made some of the most stunning glassware in 

history. Developing metallurgy allowed us to make the grand piano. 

Aniline dyes handed the dressmakers gloriously coloured fabrics. 

Fast photographic emulsions made possible the creation of the 

cinema. Television gave us-- well, perhaps there have been a few 

failures.  

What comes next? I think, as a science fiction writer, that future 

artistic history will develop in the same general way, but future 

technology will enable artists to do greater and more spectacular 

works.  
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This is a theme which many writers have already used. Douglas 

Adams, in the second series of The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy, 

used a chorus of off-key robots. They were supposed to be singing 

the praises of the Sirius Cybernetics Corporation, or rather its 

complaints department. But since nothing the corporation built ever 

worked properly their singing never quite came together, with 

disastrously comic results. Stanislaw Lem, in The Cyberiad, 

describes Trurl's attempts to build an electronic poet, a machine that 

can simulate the muse. However, the machine proved impossible to 

turn off as it made such impassioned pleas in flawless verse that 

nobody had the heart to pull the plug. Even deaf technicians were 

defeated as the machine could mime.  

The sky is most definitely not the limit. As writers of speculative 

fiction, we can dream about new, and more powerful, technologies to 

put into the hands of the artists we conjure up as characters. In Run 

from the Stars, (still looking for a publisher) I refer briefly to Arcturian 

Grand Opera. While performing out-of-doors, the cast is assisted by 

light shows, pyrotechnics, and synchronized spaceships overhead. 

Tolkien added a dash of magic to the fireworks in The Lord of the 

Rings.  

There is still much more to be done. What about entirely magical 

performances, where actors and set alike are conjured out of nothing 

by a director-mage? Can we imagine robot court jesters, performers 

whose skin can display moving, three-dimensional pictures or whole 
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planets used as canvases? Asimov has already looked at the last of 

these. In Buy Jupiter aliens paint an advertising slogan on the 

unfortunate gas giant.  

Finally I'd like to look at one idea I'm developing myself for the novel 

I'm working on at the moment. This is the direct connection of the 

viewer's brain to a computer programmed by the artist. The work of 

art is then presented to the viewer as a lucid, realistic dream through 

which the audience can move at will. The artist simply creates the 

game world and defines its rules: for example, nobody gets killed, 

magic works if you can afford to pay for it, and there are wise guides 

who will help you through the game. I've called the technique 

psychothyresis from the Greek psyche, the soul and thyra, a 

gateway. Literally it is a gateway between the soul and the artistic 

creation. However, it allows a great deal of audience participation. It’s 

possible to buy a gun and shoot the computer generated characters, 

or decimate the wildlife, if that's what you want to do. It's also 

possible to dive off a thousand-foot cliff into a rock-fanged sea, only 

to have the safety mechanism trip in the last second before impact. 

The player then splashes gently into lukewarm cocoa dotted with 

giant marshmallows. But within the artist's game world you can cheat 

and lie, help or harm, kill or make love as you choose. Nothing is real, 

nobody actually gets hurt. Or do they?  

Within the psychothyretic world is there any such thing as a moral 

imperative? Are any actions right or wrong? The point of the story is 
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to challenge the whole idea of morality, to ask unanswerable 

questions. And in doing that to make the jump from "Thou shalt not 

kill" to "Don't murder people because..." In other words, to take the 

readers out of themselves and enable them to turn around and see 

into their own souls. Perhaps if we could understand the why behind 

right and wrong we'd be better and wiser people.  

Which, in a sense, is what artists have always been trying to show us.  
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Theme:  Art in Fiction, Fiction as Art 

Can Genre Fiction Be Art?  

By Theresa Smith 

©2002, Theresa Smith   

 

Can genre fiction really be art? You bet it can! Any form of writing can 

be art. Unfortunately, not all of it is. When you think of a specific 

genre an image immediately pops into your head of the 'stereotypical' 

protagonist of that type of work. Mystery elicits Ms. Marple, Sam 

Spade, and Lord Peter Whimsy. Space Opera floods us with Han 

Solo, Luke Skywalker, and of course, Captain James T. Kirk. The fact 

that these images are held lovingly in the mind’s eye of millions 

shows that the writers did it -- they achieved art.  

Genre fiction is a several hundred-year-old tradition, at least. Stories 

about heroes fighting monsters to save the kingdom/ maiden/ magical 

thing (without which all of society is doomed) have come down to us 

in forms that pre-date writing by centuries. Not only were these genre 

stories, but for a very long time, they were also the only form of story 

anyone bothered with. It sounds dull on the surface, but the very 

sameness of the heroes and circumstances forced the evolution of 

new and better ways to deal with the idea of tone, style, and 

perspective in order to keep audiences coming back. These facets of 
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writing were developed under fairly strict genre requirements. They 

are now some of the main tools we use to write any modern work 

from play to short story to novel. The fact that the Pied Piper is still 

leading the rats away and making the cheating villagers pay for their 

duplicity after about four hundred years makes him an icon, and his 

story art.  

Art is that which speaks to our souls. The characters mentioned 

above and hundreds of others from various genres do just that. They 

speak to us clearly, eloquently, and in their own voices. They tell us 

stories set in places we’ve never been about things that never 

happened. And we believe them. Not only do we believe them, we 

move on to extrapolate insights from those fictional events, which 

enhance our everyday lives or illuminate for us a facet of living that 

we never understood or perhaps never bothered to look at. At the 

point where we learn something valuable about our world or 

ourselves from a fictional character set in a make-believe world the 

writer has indeed transcended his or her genre. That is art. There 

used to be a name for people who could do that, a name more 

dramatic than author or screenwriter or journalist. They called them 

bards. And storytelling was considered the highest art form of them 

all. After all, a painting can have another chance on another day 

when the person’s mood is right or the lighting is better.  

The argument against genre fiction as art seems to be that since we 

know the outcome and more or less what the setting will be we are 
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doomed to another boring book full of hackneyed characters moving 

listlessly through a timeworn plot to a foregone conclusion.  But I 

think that anything taken to its highest form is art. There is a lot of 

sculpture, but only one Pieta. There are a lot of portraits, but only one 

Mona Lisa. The same is true of any form of writing, genre or not. 

There are many space operas, but only one Star Wars.   And it is art.  
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Advanced Writing 

NaNoWriMo Madness  
Strikes Forward Motion!  

   

 In a bout of mass insanity, thirty-five thirty-seven forty forty-two 

members of Forward Motion signed up for this 

year's novel-in-a-month madness.  The plan is for 

each of us to write a completed novel of at least 

50,000 words by November 30th.  That would be 

2,310,000 (minimum) if we all make it through.  

(Late edition of # 43! 11/1/02)  

And this, people, is what we do for fun...    

National Novel Writing Month is in its fourth year.  According to their 

web site, six people wrote full novels the first year, twenty-nine the 

second, and over seven hundred completed the third year.   They 

hope that over 1000 people will reach the finish line this time.  We at 

Forward Motion will certainly do our best to help them out.  

Soren even wrote us a wonderful little poem... 
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The Night before NaNo 

With apologies to, well, everyone. - Soren  

'Twas the night before NaNo, when all through the site 

Busy Wrimos were pondering; "What shall I write?" 

The plotting was hurried, and done without care, 

Soft muttered hopes to the Muse filled the air;  

The laptops were warming, the coffee laid in, 

Adrenaline flowing, not a quivering chin; 

And Zette with her novels piled high on the couch, 

Had dashed off another one; we know she's no slouch;  

When there in the chat room suddenly scrolled such a 

clatter, 

I refenestrated to see what was the matter. 

Clicking a window, I popped it up like a flash, 

Re-set my tag line and cleared out my cache.  

On the midnight blue background, a simple white text 

The plaintive request of a newbie quite vexed, 

"The hours are few, my novel barely a notion!", 

"Don't worry", typed all, "You're in Forward Motion!"  
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With rapid-fire questions, and quick repartee 

The chatters all mustered; can they save the day? 

More rapid than eagles the plot twists they came, 

And the regulars marshaled, all listed by name;  

"Now, LAURA now, FETU! now, LYRICALMOON! 

On, ROBERT! on KIMMY! Pitch in, SPLODGEMAROON! 

To the rescue!" they chanted. "To the rescue!" they piped. 

"Brainstorm away! Brainstorm! More ideas!" they typed.  

As blank pages before a word war will stare, 

Then quickly fill, words pulled out of thin air, 

So was this man's passion, unformed but there yet, 

With the right kind of prompting, it was beginning to set.  

And then, in an instant, his Muse hit the roof 

His ideas full flowed; you could see them go 'poof!' 

And the rest, they continued to toss them around, 

Back and forth, the ideas built up from the ground.  

From nothing he'd started, just a goal for November, 

To have 50k under his belt by December; 

And knowing naught else, he had grown quickly frantic, 

But now the words flowed; "perspicacious! pedantic!" .  

He felt for the first that this wasn't insane, 

As sub-plots and characters leapt into his brain. 
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It wouldn't be painful; it could be quite fun! 

And thirty days, plus some hours, from now it would be 

done;  

The chat turned to others, he pitched in and helped. 

One person spilled coffee on her keyboard and yelped. 

From medieval religion to a relationship play 

The chat continued for hours, and time spilled away;  

Then suddenly midnight! Upon them it pounced. 

"To work!" They typed boldly, and re-set their counts. 

And the newbie sighed softly, in the quiet of his den, 

His dread had been vanquished by the help of new friends;  

He sat at his keyboard, with a merry subconscious whistle, 

And away the words flew "...like the down off a thistle". 

But he added one line, as he closed chat for the night, 

"HAPPY NANO TO ALL, AND TO ALL A GOOD WRITE!" 

© 2002, Soren 

Good luck to everyone! Keep watch on the Forward Motion 

Discussion Board to see how we are doing!  

  A list of Forward Motion members who joined in this year:  

1. allikat  
2. baka_kit  
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3. BklynWriter  
4. Caitrin (who found us through the 

NaNoWriMo Site)  
5. chrysoula  
6. Crista    
7. Dragon  
8. Eliste  
9. emily_horner  
10. Feath  
11. glennwkillinger  
12. Helenf  
13. Ipsissimus  
14. JamiJo  
15. jheron  
16. jlralston    
17. Jolie  
18. lyricalmoon  
19. makou  
20. mamarose1900  

21. melannen   
22. Mirumoto_Chris 

23. Misty the Pyrate  
24. Nodigio  
25. Nonny  
26. pkurilla  
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27. Rang    
28. Ravenbear  
29. Resasaurus    
30. Restless Pen  
31. Rio76  
32. robertsloan2  
33. RuthAnne  
34. Sandhawk    
35. Shelley  
36. silver_fire  
37. Sophia  
38. Soren  
39. Weird Jim  
40. wolfsfury  
41. YvonneMc  
42. Zephrene  
43. zette  
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Advanced Writing 
 

“Keep Attribution Simple,” He… 
retorted, uttered, commented, cried, dared, voiced, 

barked, returned, greeted, demanded, snapped, 
observed, and muttered—but… 

Seldom Said. 
By eliminating excessive synonyms for “said” from 

your writing, you can unlock the door to clearer prose, 
stronger characters, and more narrative power.1  

 
by 

Louis E. Catron 
 2002, Louis E. Carton 

 

You’ve likely been advised that “said” is 

perfectly adequate attribution for 

dialogue in novels and short stories, and 

you’ve probably heard that writers 

shouldn’t labor to find such synonyms as 

uttered, pronounced, responded, or 

retorted.  Substitutions for “said” can 

interrupt the story’s flow by causing the 

reader to hiccup mentally while trying to 

figure out how the synonyms pertain to 

“A SIDEBAR?” HE 
CRIED. 

The following examples 

are drawn exactly word-

for-word from a published 

novel, but out of 

consideration for the 

author, editor, and 

publisher we won’t identify 

it.  As you read each 

                                                 
1 In somewhat different form, this article was first published in Writers Digest, March, 1991.  Used by 
permission.  Copyright ©, 2001, Louis E. Catron.  
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the dialogue.  Your mentor may have 

told you they can be so awkward that 

they draw attention to themselves, and—

worse—the synonyms can get downright 

hilarious, thereby demolishing a story’s 

(and the author’s) credibility.     

We writers, however, get a lot of sensible 

recommendations that sometimes don’t 

quite penetrate.  Perhaps because we 

have so many other, larger concerns 

when writing, we may ignore the “said” 

advice from time to time. 

We shouldn’t. 

Editors, contest judges, and teachers 

say they read many otherwise interesting 

stories, but the synonym syndrome—the 

dreaded S.S.—makes the pieces so 

unacceptable that a critical reader gives 

up after the second or third unwarranted 

synonym for “said.” 

Those editors stop reading because the 

S.S. disease is a symptom of lazy and 

flabby writing or, worse, a misguided 

belief that highfalutin substitutions add 

example, improve it by 

revising.  Then glance at 

my suggested changes 

and see what you think. 

“Welcome to Key West, 
Ensign!” greeted the 
officer warmly. 

“Welcome” itself is a 

greeting, so there’s no 

need to write “greeted the 

officer.”  Further, here’s an 

example how focus on the 

synonym can lead to a 

reversal and incorrect 

usage.  It’s one thing to 

write, “The officer greeted 

the ensign,” but that’s 

quite a different concept 

from “greeted the officer.” 

Then there’s a question 

about using “warmly.”  

Doesn’t the use of title of 

“ensign” decrease the 

warmth of the greeting?  

After all, if you greet your 
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color and pizzazz.  They don’t.  Prose 

with excessive substitutions for “said” 

dies far short of its potential, robbing 

readers—and the writer—of the chance 

for character development, narrative 

tension, and action. 

With that, um, said, let’s examine the 

problem so you’ll know how to spot flaws 

in your own stories. 

First, in the sidebar to the right 

we’ll look at an example of the “said” 

synonym gone berserk.  The citations 

are taken from an actual novel.  Honest!  

I know you’ll think I must be making it up, 

but this really did get published.  No, not 

a vanity press.  A real, honest-to-god 

publishing house.  Amazing.     

After looking at those quotations, we’ll 

turn to basic guidelines for “said.” 

“SOME BASIC GUIDELINES,” HE 
OFFERED.  

What are we to make of those 

examples?  What can we conclude about 

our own writing? 

favorite doctor in a “warm” 

manner, do you say, 

“Welcome, Doctor,” or 

would you say, “Welcome, 

Sally”?  All in all, how 

about a revision like this:  

“Welcome to Key West, 

pal!”  The officer gave him 

a mock hit on the 

shoulder. 

Continuing to gaze out 
the window as the plane 
taxied to the gate area, 
the Marine commented, 
“That’s some collection 
of military hardware. . . 
.” 

We’re left wondering how 

the Marine feels about the 

military equipment he 

sees—er, “gazes” at.  One 

revision might get to that 

point.  The Marine shook 

his head grimly as he 

looked out the window.  
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• First, remember that “said” is 
invisible. 

Likely you’ve read detective stories 

about a mysterious killer who dresses 

like a meter reader or someone 

delivering the mail to get access to the 

victim despite the presence of 

bodyguards.  In such a familiar costume, 

the killer’s comings and goings just aren’t 

noticed.  Familiarity breeds acceptance.  

That’s the way “said” works in 

dialogue:  The reader simply doesn’t 

notice the word.  This loyal worker does 

its job neatly, efficiently, quietly.  Like a 

good actor, the invisible “said” supports 

the primary lead but never calls attention 

to itself.  Synonyms, however, are like a 

circus clown with an outlandish red nose, 

screaming for attention.  Upstaging the 

lead is no virtue. 

An excellent rule of thumb is 

simple:  Use “said” unless there’s a 

powerful demand for a synonym. 

• Attribution of quotations isn’t 

“Some collection of 

military hardware.  Ever 

wonder how much it costs  

just to turn on those 

engines?”  Note, by the 

way, that this identifies the 

speaker without “said” or 

any of those synonyms. 

            “What’s the 
matter, isn’t my favorite 
nephew glad to see 
me?” returned 
Lieutenant Commander 
Peter Anderson, who 
took his nephew’s hand 
in his own and then 
hugged him as well.” 

            Is Anderson 

returning a serve?  

Returning to the base?  

No, “returned” here simply 

means “said.”  Note, too, 

that this writing problem 

seems to open the door 

for others to slip in:  there 
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necessary if the sense is clear. 

If you’re worrying that you’re using “said” 

too often, instead of seeking synonyms 

ask yourself if the sense would be clear, 

and the rhythm improved, without 

attribution.  One identification of the 

character in the section usually is 

adequate.  Here’s an example: 

John smiled at Beth as he picked 

up the newspaper and folded it in 

quarters, never taking his eyes 

from her face, smiling and smiling, 

until he had the paper in a small 

bundle.  He pointed to the column 

on top of the packet.  “Ann Landers 

printed my letter.” 

Beth frowned, squinting at him.  

“Say what?” 

“And she made a most interesting 

observation about you.” 

“I can’t believe that you actually 

wrote. . . .” 

“Yup.  She calls you a 

‘psychological deviate.”  Want to 

is the unfortunate 

repetition of “nephew,” 

and that last phrase trips 

over pronouns.  Dividing 

that passage into several 

sentences might help.  

“Hey, what’s this?  Isn’t 

my favorite nephew glad 

to see me?”  Lieutenant 

Commander Peter 

Anderson grinned as he 

hugged [Name]. 

Ted instinctively 
stiffened and replied 
after initiating a crisp 
salute.  “Thank you, sir.”

Victims of the “said 

substitution syndrome” 

can fall prey to verbosity.  

Perfectly adequate is Ted 

saluted.  “Thank you, sir.”  

There’s no need for 

instincts or initiating, and 

surely we all know that in 

the military “stiffening” is 
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hear it?” 

“No.” 

“You should.” 

“Shut up!” 

“I’m thinking of having this 

laminated and framed.  Put it up on 

the bedroom wall over your pillow.  

Let me read it to you.” 

“I’m warning you, buddy. . . .” 

In the above example, insert “said” or 

synonyms (“he threatened ominously” or 

“Beth uttered despondently”) and see if 

you actually need them.  After all, do you 

have any problem knowing who’s 

speaking?  If the sense is clear, you 

don’t need “said.” 

   

• Using substitutions for “said” 
encourages you to tell, 
instead of show.  

That’s an unhappy choice.
Let’s look at an innocuous line for an 

example.  Assume the character is 

part of a proper salute.  

“I’ve heard worse,” 
retorted the young 
ensign lightly. 

Instead of saying “lightly,” 

why not write a sentence 

that shows a light-hearted 

response?  Furthermore, 

do you see possibly 

mutually contradictory 

terms here?  After all, how 

often do people “retort 

lightly?”  Listen to real-life 

retorts.  Aren’t they more 

like cannon shots than 

“light” comments?  Note 

the synonym syndrome’s 

pernicious expanding 

influence:  Not only does 

the novelist use 

substitutes for “said,” he 

decides to use synonyms 

for names—here, the 

“young ensign.”  Hey, 

military ranks being what 
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leaving the room.  “I’m leaving,” Will said.  

The line is moderately effective but it 

doesn’t have much juice.  So the writer 

decides to jazz it up with synonyms and 

typographical devices: 

“I’m going,” Will observed 

angrily. 

“I’m going!!” Will commented 

warmly. 

“I’m going?” Will pronounced 

happily. 

“I am going,” Will uttered 

sarcastically. 

These are convenient devices for the 

writer, but they aren’t effective.  The 

“said” substitutions stop the writer from 

writing dialogue that shows the character 

acting angrily, warmly, happily, or 

sarcastically.  Better, for example, might 

be something like this for “observed 

angrily:” 

Will threw the book on the 

coffee table.  It skittered across the 

marble top, knocking the vase off 

they are, is he likely to be 

an old ensign?  Finally, 

just what’s wrong with 

simply using the guy’s 

name?  

“Of course I am,” 
retorted the red-faced 
ensign. 

“Retorted” implies a 

vigorous reply, not a red-

faced, embarrassed, 

stumbling response.  

Plain, ordinary “said” 

would have avoided the 

problem.  Even better 

would be a speech or 

action that showed 

embarrassment. 

“How’s your mother and 
sister?” quizzed the 
senior Anderson as he 
climbed behind the 
wheel. 

The question is stated 
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on the floor.  The glass shards flew 

over the carpet.  “Damn it, I’ve had 

it!”  He went to the door quickly, 

shoving her out of the way.  “I’m 

going!” 

   

Showing, instead of telling, can be 

more effective. 

 

• The synonym syndrome 
begets other bad writing 
habits. 

Once a writer accepts the idea of 

substituting words for “said,” then 

more and more synonyms slither in.  

Then we’ll see something like this: 

John got into the car.  “Goodbye, 

Sally,” he commented wryly.  He 

stepped on the gas.  The four-

wheeled conveyance roared down 

the street. 

A penchant for synonyms leads to all 

sorts of awkwardness.  What’s wrong 

clearly and doesn’t need 

“quizzed” for emphasis.  

Further, this example 

shows how a search for 

synonyms can lead to 

incorrect use of words:  

“quiz” implies more 

meaningful questions than 

this sentence expresses.  

Finally, here’s a case of 

“loading on” too much in a 

single sentence, false 

linkage that strains to link 

the two separate actions 

of asking a question and 

climbing behind the wheel.  

The question is the 

important portion of the 

whole, but it is weakened 

by that awkward linkage.  

One possible revision 

would be, Anderson 

grunted as he wedged 

himself behind the wheel 

and fumbled for the 
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with repeating the simple, invisible “car”?  

 “THEN THERE ARE THE TOM 
SWIFTIES,” HE SAID SPEEDILY. 

You know the famous Tom 

Swifties—a sentence where a 

description of the manner of saying 

refers punningly to quoted matter.  “I 

commanded a group of ships for a 

week,” Tom said fleetingly.  “I really love 

hot dogs,” said Tom frankly.  “Drop your 

gun!” said Tom disarmingly.  “I'll never 

put my hand in the lion's den again,” said 

Tom offhandedly.  “I bought Boardwalk 

early in the game,” Tom said, 

monopolizing the conversation. 

The Tom Swifties are derived from 

the series of boyhood adventure books 

developed by Edward Stratemeyer, who 

also was involved in other series like the 

Hardy Boys, the Rover Boys, the 

Bobbsey Twins, and Nancy Drew—so 

many books that he set up a syndicate of 

ghost writers to grind out books 

according to his specifications.  The Tom 

ignition.  “How’s your 

mother and father?”  Can 

you think of other 

improvements? 

Noting a seriousness in 
his uncle’s tone, Ted 
cautiously responded, 
“Are things really that 
bad, Uncle Pete?” 

“Said” would suffice.  

“Asked” might be 

appropriate.  Neither 

would be efficient, 

because the question is 

self-evident.  Another 

possibility is to enhance 

Ted’s characterization by 

showing his insight into 

his uncle.  Ted stared at 

the dark circles under his 

uncle’s eyes.  “You sound 

awfully dejected, Uncle 

Pete.   Are things really 

that bad?”  And we 
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Swift books’ title page credited Victor 

Appleton, Jr.  While the Tom Swift books 

don’t have puns like those above, the 

characters only rarely simply “say” 

something.  Instead, the dialogue is full 

of attributions like angrily, dejectedly, 

with enthusiasm, and so forth. 

So Stratemeyer-Appleton are 

known not for their books but for the 

resulting Swifties. 

Surely that’s reason enough to 

avoid the “said substitution syndrome”!  

None of us want fame at that cost! 

“ALL’S SAID AND DONE,” HE 
PRONOUNCED WITH FINALITY. 

As these examples show, “said” is a fine, 

utilitarian, perfectly expressive word.  For 

the reader, “said” blends into the 

woodwork of the story, barely noticeable.  

That’s in sharp contrast to the synonyms’ 

brilliant purple that hurt the eye and 

boggle the imagination. 

For the writer, using “said” saves energy.  

Instead of wasting creativity on 

avoided “said” easily. 

A thin, bright-eyed 
Hispanic stepped 
forward and alertly 
nodded.  “Ensign Adrian 
Avila at your service.” 

Don’t look back at that 

quote above and see if 

you can remember the 

guy’s name.  Chances are 

you, like others asked to 

do the same, know that he 

“alertly nodded,” but have 

no idea of his name.  

Why?  The immaterial 

synonym caught your eye 

and your mind wondered 

just how someone nods 

“alertly,” but the more 

significant name got lost.  

Think of what would be 

gained by simply 

eliminating the “and alertly 

nodded.” 
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developing synonyms that try to tell what 

the characters are thinking, we can divert 

that energy to improving the process of 

showing. 

Eliminating excessive “saids” and those 

synonyms can begin in either the initial 

stage of creation, or when you return to 

your work for editing.  Either way, I think 

you’ll find that proper “said” use is like a 

tiny key opening a massive door.  It 

forces you to write with more force, 

description, and accuracy. 

“And that’s the end of that,” he 

concluded with finality.   

 

_______________  

Louis E. Catron is a prize-winning 

professor at the College of William and 

Mary where he teaches highly regarded 

writing courses.  He’s an author of plays 

and articles, as well as such books as 

The Elements of Playwriting (Macmillan), 

Playwriting:  Writing, Producing, and 

Selling Your Play (Waveland Press), and 

“And may I ask the 
exact nature of this 
target?” dared Ted 
Anderson. 

“Dared”?  The flow stops; 

the reader’s attention is 

held, pivoted, reserved by 

that strange word.  Here’s 

one possible revision:  

Ted told himself that 

ensigns shouldn’t ask 

questions of commanders, 

but he couldn’t stop.  “Just 

what is this target?”  The 

commander swiveled his 

head quickly to glare at 

Ted.  Ted quickly said, 

“Sir.”  How would you 

handle this?  

“But that could very 
possibly be the opening 
shot of World War III!” 
observed the startled 
navigator. 
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The Power of One:  The Solo Play for 

Playwrights, Actors, and Directors 

(Heinemann).  He has published articles 

in magazines such as The Writer and 

Writer’s Digest.   

His web site can be found at: 

http://faculty.wm.edu/lecatr/  

 

Whew!  Let us fervently 

hope that any navigator 

will do more than merely 

“observe” actions that 

could start the next war! 

“Observed” here turns a 

serious statement into a 

comic mess. 

There were more.  Many 

more.  On every page.  

But let’s drop the curtain 

on the poor thing.     
 

http://faculty.wm.edu/lecatr/
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Advanced Writing 

How Holly Lisle's Vision Led Me  
to $7,000 in Sales (and Counting)  

by J. Harlowe 
© 2002, J. Harlowe 

 

What is the value of an online writer's group? In my case, that's an 

easy answer. So far, writing one article for Vision has led me to 

$7,435 in sales -- and the number is still rising.  

Though I had secretly perused the Forward Motion site for many 

months, I had openly admired Holly Lisle's Vision. I found it incredible 

that an online group could turn out hundreds of pages of articles 

every issue.  

While I'd been in print many times between 1986 and 1995, I'd never 

made much money at it, and I stopped writing for publication thanks 

to pressures from work, life and all the rest of the familiar excuses. I'd 

thought about getting back into the market, but I guess I needed a 

"push."  

Vision provided that push when the editor listed posted online that 

she had a shortage in her article count for the May 2002 issue, and 
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needed articles quickly. I volunteered, and contributed a web site 

review. I would never have stepped forward without the "push" writing 

an article for Vision represented. It was an important push.  

Writing for Vision is similar to writing for any magazine: Read the 

guidelines, follow instructions, and provide your manuscript in an 

acceptable format. Most importantly, write your best copy and proof 

your work.  Paid or unpaid, by writing the review, I was writing for 

publication again. The material I researched and reviewed, a web site 

devoted to writing, offered another "push." All these incremental 

shoves led to an idea for a feature article. Within a month of 

completing the Vision article, I dropped a story to a local "alternative" 

weekly newspaper.  

The newspaper bought it. And they bought the next article as well. It 

established me, in their mind, as someone who could write crisp copy 

to a deadline. (Little did they know! -- ed.)  

A few weeks later, while in discussions with the editor of Vision, I 

suggested an idea for a series of articles that was clearly outside the 

scope of the ezine. She quickly pointed out it would make a better 

ebook, if there was enough information available. I started 

researching the project. There was plenty of material to work with, 

and I gave myself a deadline of January to finish it. But I have never 

been good about finishing big projects. I need short-term deadlines 

on bite-sized projects. Then the July-August Dare in Forward Motion 

came up: write at least one article for publication per week. While I 
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did not formally "sign in," I accepted the challenge. I decided to write 

the ebook by writing it as a series of articles.  And, as long as I was at 

it, why not get paid for them? I pulled together the researched 

material as a query, and pitched it as a ten part series to the weekly 

newspaper.  

They liked it, but they dallied. In the end, I found out they hesitated 

because they thought they couldn't afford the series -- and we hadn't 

discussed money! When I offered them the chance to spread out their 

costs by buying the first and second serial rights, they quickly agreed.  

All this happened because I had established myself as a writer that 

they could "trust." All this happened because of the "push" provided 

by Vision, and Forward Motion.  

Since then, I've also written a shortened version of these same 

articles for the local NPR station. I have turned the articles into 

speech materials. These efforts led to the sale of two chapters in a 

nationally recognized "big name" book.  And it has led to many other 

sales as well.  

While I can put an actual dollar value on my participation in Vision, it 

has been far more valuable than that. The true question should be, 

what is the worth of an online writer's group for you? For me, it has 

resulted in a new vocation, and the fulfillment of a life-long dream to 

be considered a "writer." Imagine my shock when that is how NPR 
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described me in the intros each week, as well as the bio in the 

magazine.  

Consider this: it has been only six months since that first article to 

Vision. I have sold twenty-six articles since then, plus the ten scripts 

for the radio shows, along with the two travel book chapters. I also 

have at least five queries accepted with articles pending at this 

moment. This sale list does not count the potential purchase and 

reprint of the original series. The point is not how much I've sold -- the 

point is I wouldn't have made any of these sales without the platform 

that Vision provided.  

Vision has great value. The decision and desire to treat Vision as a 

professional magazine, with guidelines, deadlines and standards, 

means anyone who follows the guidelines in their submissions to 

Vision will find the step to any other magazine is only a walk, not a 

climb. This is my "thank you" to the editor of Vision for the "push," 

and to Holly Lisle, for making it possible.  

As with all things in life, you get out of it what you put into it. The true 

value of Holly Lisle's Vision is the treatment of this forum as a 

breeding ground for professionals. This is a great resource for writers. 

May you all appreciate what you have created.   

J. Harlowe is the pseudonym used by the author when 

writing for "not for pay" outlets. He wrote the web review 

for issue 9 of Vision.  
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Advanced Writing 

Revision Letters: Wide Angle  
and Zoom Lenses Required  

By Carol Stephenson 
© By Carol Stephenson  

 

When I received my first revision letter on NORA'S PRIDE, I attacked 

it systematically.  As I covered each point raised, I checked it off.  At 

the conclusion of the revisions, I had 'X''ed out every single item. 

 Victory was mine, I thought.    

Wrong.  

As it turned out, I stopped way too soon and too short on the revision 

letter.  In hacking away at those pesky trees in my path to publishing 

glory, I forgot about the forest--the overall story.  Penalty?  I have a 

second revision letter.  

Solution?  Begin anew and rewrite my book.  

It's not pleasant prospect to delete huge sections of my creative 

'baby' wrought of blood, sweat and tears; in fact, it's downright 

heartbreaking.  However, as a few of my writing friends pointed out in 

an illuminating brainstorm session, I can chose either to slap more 
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patches on the manuscript and watch it collapse under the weight of 

the fixer-uppers...  

Or I can do what I should have done with the first revision letter: pay 

attention to the big picture of my book.    

When you get that heady piece of letterhead stationary with the 

editor's comments and page references, it is an easy path to stray 

down and address only the specific corrections requested.  After all, 

the editor expressed interest in the book and took time to tell you 

what she needs accomplished so she can buy it.  You tell yourself all 

you have to do is make those pesky corrections and overnight the 

manuscript back to her so you can have the thrill of announcing the 

sale within a fortnight.  Yet, as you apply more and more tourniquets 

to the alleged ills, rather than healing, you may be distorting the story 

into a grotesque shell of itself.  

My suggestion?  Employ both a zoom and a wide-angled lens when 

confronted with a revision letter.  Don't lose sight of your story thread 

or your characters' goals, motivations and conflict as you tackle the 

revisions.  Keep one eye on the letter and one eye on your creative 

vision.  If the revisions mean a 'do-over,' then it's your decision 

whether to rewrite or to move on to another editor or book.  

I did choose to 'do over' as my heroine and hero deserved the best 

romance I could deliver.  

The result? My first book sale.  
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Advanced Writing 

Writing Effective Dreams 

by Robert A. Sloan 
© 2002, Robert A. Sloan 

 

Genre fiction or mainstream, any story or novel may require dream 

sequences. Dreams can show character traits vividly, foreshadow 

events in the story, and add color within the narrative. Within any 

story with psychic or supernatural content, dreams may even be 

shared. Lucid dreaming may allow a character to make fantastic 

discoveries. Yet powerfully written dream sequences are rare, and 

many otherwise brilliant writers slip into clichés and stylized, 

unmemorable or implausible passages.  

What makes dream states so difficult to depict?  

Surrealist painter Salvador Dali frequently explained that his bizarre 

juxtapositions and distorted, yet realistic, imagery was drawn from 

dreams. Melted clocks, twisted leafless trees on barren landscapes, 

and half-formed nebulous figures are prominent in some of his 

paintings. In many ways his artwork comes closer to my experience 

of real dreams than most of the dream sequences used in films and 

books, even though modern special effects would make common 

dream transformations realistic on the screen.  
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Perhaps one of the worst example of stylized dream sequences is 

found in films that  show the flashback scene in black and white to 

contrast with the colored images of the character's waking sense, and 

present the dream coherently in chronological order. Many people do 

report that their dreams are in black and white. However, real dreams 

have many elements not often explored in literature and film. Their 

purpose in novels and stories is heightened when they're depicted 

accurately.  

Dreams often contain archetypal symbols. Many books and websites 

are devoted to cataloguing dream symbolism and assigning 

meanings to particular events and images. A house may mean the 

self. Water may represent sexual desire or emotion. Sigmund Freud 

often found penis symbols in trains, cigars and other long rigid 

objects. His books on dream analysis are still sometimes used to help 

compile lists of dream symbolism because they are exhaustive and 

his symbolism is common.  

Dream symbolism lists can be very useful to writers, because those 

symbols are widespread, and often believed to be accurate. Beyond 

a language of well-known symbols though, another level of dream 

interpretation rests on personal symbolism. I maintain a dream 

journal to chronicle the images that relate to significant life events or 

have meaning in relation to their context.  

Common phrases like "the eyes are the mirror of the soul" may 

appear in dreams as a mirror-eyed person. Puns, jokes and 
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metaphors may become literal, as in cartoons. In one nightmare that 

ended in humor, I looked through a glass door and saw a group of 

lawyers in suits with briefcases attacking each other like sharks in a 

feeding frenzy. The common saying that lawyers are sharks came up 

literally. I might as easily have dreamed of sharks carrying briefcases.  

Dreams combine elements that don't belong with each other in real 

life, yet seem plausible during the dream. A swimming pool might be 

inside a closet. A mall may have a Devonian swamp within it. Dream 

people may be the remembered dead or entirely fictitious characters, 

and someone who is an old friend from high school may turn out not 

to exist when I wake up.  

Repetitive dreams have an important message from the self to the 

self. While working long hours at a boring, exhausting job, I once had 

a repetitive dream: I woke up, showered, dressed, got on the bus and 

went to work only to wake up, shower, dress and go to work. That dull 

dream sometimes repeated seven or eight times a night before I 

actually got up, dressed and went to work. I complained that it was 

the most boring nightmare I'd ever had, and someone said, "Sounds 

like you're really bored with your job."  

Once I understood, I stopped having that dream. The message got 

through. Dream messages are distorted by a master animator in the 

subconscious who's trying to compress a wealth of meaning into 

striking images. The connection between dreamers and imaginative 

people may come from the natural, evocative beauty of dreams that 
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bring recognition of meaning.  

In writing dreams, think of how your character views life and what the 

symbolism of your character's culture is. Freud's cigars (expensive, 

and socially reserved for wealthy powerful men) were probably more 

important in Freud's time than they are today. The idea remains in the 

custom of the father giving cigars at a baby's birth. Someone giving 

the dreamer a cigar might reflect subliminal awareness that the 

person is a father--or the father of an idea, an army, a nation, or 

whatever fatherhood stands for in that dream.  

In many cultures, animal symbolism is important in religion. Animals 

in the dream would then reflect the dreamer's traditions rather than 

the symbolism in a general list. A raven might mean different things to 

a Scandinavian, an Irish person and a Native American. Yet a raven 

is likely to be a powerful symbol in anyone's dream--and all of those 

mythological meanings are open to a character whose education or 

background is multicultural.  

Work out in the outline what your dream sequence represents in the 

novel. It will likely draw attention to something the character could 

perceive, or a conclusion the character could draw, from information 

they have. Characters solve problems in dreams. The inventor of the 

sewing machine dreamed of being chased by cannibals carrying 

spears with a hole or eye at the tip. On waking, he recognized that 

putting the eye of the needle near the tip instead of the base was the 

key to making his machine work!  
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Following that example, a dream in your story or novel will have one 

very important thing to tell your character, something your character 

may not understand until it has been put into words or interpreted by 

someone else. Bury that important idea in something tangibly 

symbolic. Then repeat it in different metaphors throughout the dream, 

and allow the dream's images to remain loosely associated more by 

idea and metaphor than waking causality.  

One way to create dream images and metaphors could be to make a 

list of things your character would associate with the idea in the 

dream. Afterwards, play with a scene that uses as many of the 

different items on that list as possible. Look at your character's 

culture for traditional metaphors and descriptions. Make sure those 

wind up on the list too.  Let scenes shift by the character's mood. If 

your character is paralyzed by indecision, he might face the 

traditional nightmare of being unable to run when confronted with 

something scary.  

In fantasy, SF and paranormal fiction, where telepathy and magic 

may operate, the presence of another conscious person manipulating 

the dream can be shown by the effects of the invader's symbolism 

appearing in the dream environment. Vikings may climb in the 

windows of the house to show the dreamer that a Scandinavian, or 

someone the original dreamer associates with Vikings, is entering the 

dreamer's mind. The invader's subconscious fondness for dogs may 

result in dogs running through the dream. Set up and show all those 
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associations somewhere else in the book, and your dream sequence 

will hand plenty of clues to the reader that the dreamer isn't alone!  

Lucid dreaming is the ability to remain dreaming while consciously 

becoming aware of the dream state, and even guide the course of 

events. A lucid dreamer might stop a nightmare in progress and ask 

the monster "Why are you chasing me?" It might answer, too.  

When I started having dreams that I was a cop, a ghost, or something 

equally exciting, sometimes I realized part of the way through that this 

was a story idea. I could usually manage to make the dream continue 

until I had enough material to wake up and start writing! Raven Dance 

began as a series of repetitive dreams that were scenes from 

different characters' points of view. I wrote all of them down and a 

friend remarked, "It sounds as if you're dreaming a novel in chapters."  

I started to write the book, and the dreams stopped. Dream material 

is often a great source of starting points. Waking observation will 

bring up unique associations from the subconscious wellspring of 

creativity. The habit of keeping a dream journal will also show, in 

depth and detail, just what elements are commonly present. Recalling 

your own dreams will make the sequences vivid.  

Sleep on it and give it a try. You never know what you'll dream up 

next!  
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Advanced Writing 

So -- Where Do You Get  
Your Ideas From?  

By John Ravenscroft 
©2002, John Ravenscroft 

 

In his excellent book On Writing, Stephen King -- a writer who makes 

a little more money at the game than I do -- says this: "We are 

writers, and we never ask one another where we get our ideas; we 

know we don't know."  

In my experience, the first half of that sentence is the simple truth. 

The second half? Well, I'm not so sure.  

I've met quite a few writers in my time, and here old Stephen King is 

bang on -- not one of them has ever asked me where I get my ideas. 

Maybe that's because my ideas stink, but I don't intend to unwrap that 

particular parcel right now. I mean, there's always the chance I might 

get asked to write another article someday -- a motivational piece, 

perhaps: One Hundred Crap Writing Ideas For Writers In Search Of A 

Challenge. Could be a hot seller, and as my wife keeps reminding 

me, I have a duty to win bread and put it on her table.  

Anyway, I digress.  
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I discovered recently that although writers don't ask the dreaded 

question, radio interviewers frequently do. Well, the one who 

interviewed me did.  

"So, tell us, John," she said, smiling her nice, red, Radio Lincolnshire 

smile into her nice, red, Radio Lincolnshire microphone, "Where do 

you get your ideas from?"  

I'm tempted to do a bit of a Jeffrey Archer at this point and tell you I 

came back with a smooth and snappy answer, but the embarrassing 

truth is I'd nipped into the pub an hour before nipping into the studio (I 

get nervous) so I can't actually remember what I said. Something like 

”Hic!” I expect, followed by a mumbled sentence or two along the 

lines of "I don't know where they come from... It's a mystery… I'm just 

grateful when they arrive."  

Thinking about it later -- after the Guinness had worn off -- I came to 

the conclusion that no, I don't know where my ideas come from in 

quite the same way that I know Tripe and Pasta dog food is on 

special offer at Tesco, but I do have an inkling, a kind of fuzzy 

awareness. There are certain processes going on just before a story 

idea winks, flashes and (with luck) explodes inside my head, and 

although I can't pin them down with any precision, I can usually sense 

them charging up and preparing to spark.  

As an example, let's take a piece of mine that was published a while 

back: Fairy Story.  
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Originally it was a competition entry. The magazine running the 

competition wanted writers to submit –adult fairy stories, so for a 

while I'd been thinking around that concept, hoping something 

vaguely fairylike would start jumping up and down and pointing to 

itself. Nothing did -- not until one painful Saturday morning when I 

was fitting a new electrical socket beneath a shelf in the living room. 

Reaching for a screwdriver, I turned my face and brushed against a 

spider's web. I don't like spiders. I jerked my head up and smashed 

my skull on the bracket supporting the shelf.  

It hurt like hell -- but suddenly I had the core image for my story: A 

guy with his head in the oven and a fairy's wings fluttering against his 

face.  

Bingo!  

Why an oven? Dunno. Don't ask me. Something to do with the hot, 

sticky, confined space under the shelf I suppose, although why that 

should translate into ovens and thoughts of suicide, I know not. 

Perhaps I need therapy.  

Anyway, from that initial image it was just a case of asking myself 

questions. Why did the guy have his head in the oven? What was the 

fairy doing there? How would a fairy auditioning for the lead role in an 

adult fairy story behave? She'd be a boozer, that went without saying, 

and she'd have a bit of a mouth on her -- and she probably wouldn't 

wear knickers!  
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The result was Fairy Story, which you can read here: 

http://www.johnravenscroft.co.uk/11687.html  

It was fun to write, but it didn't do anything in the competition. A few 

months later I sent Fairy Story (completely unchanged) to another 

competition. It came second and earned me £150. Moral: Don’t bin 

your rejects. Find a stamp and send 'em out again!  

Another story of mine, Watching Through Glass , was born as I was 

sitting in yet another pub (you picking up any personality traits yet?) 

taking a break on a long journey to Birmingham. Believe me, when 

you're heading for Birmingham you need to take plenty of breaks.  

I sat in a quiet corner sipping my pint, reading a Raymond Carver 

story, and people-watching. People-watching is one of my favourite 

pastimes. Reading Raymond Carver stories is another.  

A couple came into the pub and sat at a nearby table. I guessed they 

were in their forties and they looked like they'd been married to each 

other forever. The woman sat down, the man went to the bar and 

ordered drinks and some food. 

I returned to my book -- it was Call If You Need Me and I was reading 

the title story -- but all the time I was aware of this couple, curious 

about them. They had absolutely nothing to say to each other. The 

man brought over their drinks and sat down. A few minutes later their 

food arrived. They hadn't spoken to each other since they arrived. 

Not one word.  

http://www.johnravenscroft.co.uk/11687.html
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There's an unhappy couple in the Carver story, and as I was reading, 

peeking, reading, the two couples began to merge in my imagination. 

I got to the section in the story where the fictional couple is in a café 

looking out of the window and the man sees a hummingbird. At that 

point the real couple exchanged a few whispered words -- I was too 

far away to hear -- and the woman suddenly got up and almost ran to 

the toilet. The man drained his pint, went to the bar, and ordered 

another. On a shelf above his head I noticed a stuffed owl.  

Something clicked inside me, and I had the central image of what 

was to become Watching Through Glass: an owl smashing into a 

huge window. In that same instant I also had my characters: a couple 

with marital problems, unable to communicate, the guy a drinker. And 

I knew the owl smashing into the glass would be some kind of 

metaphor, a shattering of the barrier between them.  

Again, from that point on, building the story was just a case of asking 

the right questions.  

So I guess what I'm saying here is this: My ideas come from making 

connections, and sometimes those connections are very sudden and 

to some degree beyond my conscious control. 

"We are writers, and we never ask one another where we get our 

ideas; we know we don't know."  

Hmmm… maybe old Stephen King is right on both counts after all.  
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John Ravenscroft has written several prize-winning 

stories, including Watching Through Glass, which took 

2nd prize in the 2001 Leominster Festival of the Arts 

Short Story Competition.  His web site is at 

http://www.johnravenscroft.co.uk/.  

   

  

http://www.johnravenscroft.co.uk/
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Genre: Fantasy 

Why I Like My Fantasy Ole Skool 
(In Defense of All Things Elvish)  

By Eric West 
©2002, Eric West 

 

For many people, Tolkien was the beginning of fantasy.  Oh you may 

talk about Lord Dunsany, William Morris and George MacDonald, but 

the simple fact is that most of us wouldn't know what fantasy was if 

not for Lord of the Rings.  

So why is it that lately I've encountered so much disdain for authors 

who wish to carry on in the tradition Tolkien built?  People act as if 

these writers finished reading the last pages of Return of the King 

and wished desperately that there were more.  

I can recall that moment when I chose to write Tolkienesque fantasy 

quite vividly.  It was a rainy afternoon, and I'd just discovered that all 

those pages at the back of the book were appendixes.  Tracking 

down my mother, I asked her if there were any more stories about 

hobbits.  

When her answer brought tears to my eyes, she added, "But you 

could write some."  
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Thus began a hobby that developed into an obsession.  During those 

long years, I soon discovered the fantasy section of the library and 

devoured Terry Brooks and David Eddings, Piers Anthony and 

Raymond Feist.  Each of them amazed and delighted me, pulling me 

into magical worlds where I could forget for a while about the rather 

mundane and sometimes-ghastly one I was living in.  

When I was frustrated with school, I had somewhere wonderful to 

turn.  Depressed by my parent's divorce, for a while I could bury 

myself in the stories and forget.  After being picked on by a bully, I 

could read about unlikely heroes triumphing over far greater evils.  

But fantasy wasn't just an escape.  Because of my exposure to 

fantastic story elements, I've been a more open-minded person -- one 

not locked into a rigid world-view, but constantly allowing myself to be 

wonder-struck by the surprises life reveals.  

Fantasy's recurring themes have found their way into my personal 

philosophy:  Everyman can achieve the impossible; self-doubt is an 

obstacle to success; great power always comes with a great cost.  

As a student of mythology, I've read about the Greek Gods and the 

Native American Spirits.  I've studied the Bhagavad Gita, and the 

African Anansi tales.  But the legends I've always enjoyed the most 

are the folk tales, myths and fairy tales of my European ancestors.  
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I think I've been drawn to them in a longing for cultural identity.  While 

many other ethnic groups have a strong sense of heritage, those of 

us with Celtic/Anglo/Norse backgrounds often don't.  

So it's no small wonder that I find something powerful in The 

Mabinogion and the Icelandic Sagas, and that I crave stories that 

grew out of those mythos.  

In other genres, following a form that produces pleasure reliably isn't 

just all right; it's a requirement.  Try publishing a romance without the 

Happily-Ever-After ending and see how far you get, or write a mystery 

that doesn't give the reader any clues, and I doubt you'll find an 

audience.  But in fantasy, following in the footsteps of those who have 

gone before gets labeled cliché, whether it is or not.  

The best definition I've ever been given of cliché is "that which is so 

familiar the reader glosses over it."  If the story brings a smile to my 

face, can it really be cliché?  

However many plots there are in the world, (and I've heard there are 

as few as three and as many as forty,) they've all been used before.  

But authors can bring something unique to stories that have been told 

a thousand times before.  They can give themselves.  

I also enjoy some of the "non-traditional" fantasy, that which draws on 

non-Western mythologies, or creates brand new ones.  China Meiville 

left me speechless and Neil Gaiman is definitely a writing god.  But 
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when I want to spend a long afternoon under the covers, I'll take a 

book that will draw me into fantasyland.  

Bring me elves and goblins, knights and brave small folk, and Dark 

Lords to be overcome.  Show me good versus evil, and sprinkle it 

with pixie dust.  Give me humble heroes with overwhelming odds 

against them, and let them win their battles.   

Fascinate me with tales from a world a little bit more magical than our 

own, and put a map inside the cover so I don't get lost along the 

way.   
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Genre: Mystery 

A Murderous Art:  
Theme And the Modern Mystery  

by Rob Flumignan 
Copyright 2002 Rob Flumignan 

 

The mystery story has evolved a great deal in the last ten to fifteen 

years.  Characters have grown more complex, the writing more 

sophisticated, and the themes deeper and more varied.  This trend 

probably started with Raymond Chandler, credited for bringing the 

detective story out of the pulps and into the "literary" world.  In 

Chandler's time deep themes in mystery fiction may have seemed 

pretentious at best, but now days it is the norm.  A reader seldom 

feels satisfied with a simple puzzle story.  Mysteries have grown 

up...and grown teeth.  So much so, in fact, that many people no 

longer write mystery stories, but instead "crime stories."  

What's the difference?  I think the issue here concerns itself more 

with the genre's focus, rather than its content.  Calling a story a 

mystery automatically puts the mystery element center stage.  Many 

writers rebel against this, and for good reason.  A misconception 

exists among readers unfamiliar with the crime/mystery genre that it's 

only about finding out 'whodunit' and exacting justice.  While this is a 
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key structural element for much of the fiction in the genre, it rarely 

stands as the primary one.  Thus, labeling a book a crime novel 

changes the focus.  It's no longer just a mystery to solve, but a story 

about characters struggling with a committed crime, about criminals 

and victims, and often about how the whole world can change when 

one person takes another's life.  

Another reason for the name change revolves around the simple fact 

that not all of these stories are about solving a murder.  Some of 

them are about committing a murder, or robbing a bank, or the day-

to-day moral struggle a cop must face when doing his job.  If you're 

writing something to do with crime and criminals, you can call it a 

"crime story."  

How does this relate to theme?  Well, it means the door to the toy 

store is unlocked and there's nobody there but you, so start playing.  

Mystery/crime stories don't have to harp the same old theme, "Crime 

doesn't pay."  Everybody knows it sometimes does.  And maybe 

that's a theme you want to tackle in your story.  

Now that we're clear on the thematic opportunities inherent in the 

crime/mystery story, here are some tips for where to find your theme.  

   

Theme = Fate  
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I've written before about mystery's "Holy Trinity," and it's a great place 

to start if you're trying to develop or discover your theme.  The trinity 

is: Victim, Killer (or Criminal, Villain, etc.), and Sleuth (or Hero, Cop, 

etc.).  If you've already written a draft, and you're still not sure what 

you're theme is, find these characters and study their motivations.  If 

you're still at the idea stage, gather whatever sketches, bios, or 

character charts you might have (or are kicking around in your head) 

and find these players.  

Theme, to me, is about fate.  Where an author's characters end up at 

the story's conclusion says a lot about that author and his beliefs.  

Gather your trinity and ask yourself where these characters start, and 

where they end up.  

Obviously, if you're looking at your victim, in many cases the victim 

ends up dead, often right on page one.  Okay.  Why did she die?  

What was it about her that made someone want to kill her?  Maybe 

you based this character on your boss or ex-girlfriend.  Why'd you do 

that?  What does that say?  Here you're starting to look to yourself for 

thematic ideas.  I'll discuss this in more depth in the next section.  

A lot depends on the killer's motivations in developing theme, so let's 

look at him.  The killer acts because he feels no options remain to 

solve his problem.  He (or she) must kill.  Why?  (Again with that 

pesky question.)  What makes a person that desperate to kill?  

Greed, jealousy, lust, revenge?  Those sound like theme words to 

me.  And maybe we're starting to get a picture of why our victim is a 
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victim.  Maybe she wasn't as innocent as we think?  Or maybe she 

was innocent, and that's your point.  Yours may be a story about 

perception, and how you can never really know a person.  Perhaps 

the killer had a certain perception of the victim (totally wrong), and 

killed her because of it.  This is a rough version of the theme in a 

mystery novel of my own.  

No thematic ideas there?  Okay, think about where your sleuth ends 

up.  Does he solve the crime?  (He probably should.)  Get the girl?  

(Doesn't have to, and if not maybe there's a reason for that . . . and a 

theme.)  If and when he does solve the crime, what does he decide to 

do about it?  Read Dennis Lehane's A Drink Before the War (Harper 

Torch, ISBN 0-380-72623-8) for a good example of how this decision 

can affect theme.  I don't want to give it away, but the entire novel is 

about the right to pass judgment, and how blurry that line gets.  

Lehane is also a fine example of how "literary" a mystery novel can 

get.  I recommend all of his novels.  

Don't assume that the solving of the crime is where the theme comes 

from, though.  While the crime is no doubt important to the story and 

its theme, how the characters react and struggle because of that 

crime is where you'll find the juice.  

Why is your sleuth involved in this case?  Is it personal or 

professional?  If it's personal, start looking at the relationship between 

the sleuth and the victim.  If you can tell yourself why it's so important 

your hero find the truth behind the victim's murder, you can start 
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formulating a theme.  The next step would involve asking yourself 

what he finds out, and how it affects him.  Remember, Theme = Fate.  

As an example, suppose your sleuth's wife is the victim.  What was 

his relationship with his wife?  If he loved her deeply, you could have 

a theme that deals with that love.  The crime creates the struggle; the 

character creates the theme.  So in this case, the struggle is with the 

loss of his wife and the things he discovers as he searches for the 

killer.  What's great about mysteries is that once the sleuth starts 

digging, he can find all sorts of secrets about the story's characters.  

What will our character uncover about his wife?  Was she cheating on 

him?  Is her lover the killer?  Or maybe the sleuth has to team up with 

the wife's lover to find the killer.  That situation reeks of thematic 

possibilities.  

Now bring it home.  What is the character's fate?  If he teams up with 

this other guy, they find the killer, and the killer goes to jail, what 

then?  Does he forgive this guy, and his unfaithful wife, in the 

process?  A story about forgiveness can be a powerful one.  Maybe 

forgiveness isn't the theme you want to pursue. What other 

possibilities might work for your characters?  

   

Feel Inside  

While looking at your "Holy Trinity," and discovering and analyzing 

your characters' fates, certain elements will probably ring true to you.  
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Theme truly comes from what an author believes.  The reason I 

suggested looking to your story and its characters is because you 

created them, they are reflections of yourself.  When looking for a 

theme, look to your characters, decide their fate, then look to yourself 

and ask if you believe this is how the world works (or should work).  

You'll know you've hit pay dirt when visualizing your climax and the 

fate of your characters gives you little chills.  The novel I'm working 

on now does that for me.  It's a great feeling.  

The Murderous Art  

I hope you can start to see the endless possibilities for themes in the 

crime/mystery genre.  There are a thousand and one ways to 

approach any single idea, and each of those ways can lead to several 

different themes.  When the themes start to suggest themselves from 

your characters (the "Holy Trinity"), looking into yourself and finding 

your dreams and beliefs will help you decide which theme is right for 

you.  

Finally, keep in mind that you don't have to over-think your theme.  

Theme is a natural part of the storytelling process; it will develop as 

long as your characters struggle to determine their fate.  

Remember that the crime/mystery story of today can dig deeper than 

the traditional whodunit; asking the toughest questions and reaching 

deep into your soul for the answers is yet another grand part of this 

murderous art form.  
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Genre: Romance 

Plotting the Romance Novel  

by Andi Ward & June Drexler 
©2002, Andi Ward & June Drexler   

 

"Romances are so easy to write," the saying goes. "Boy meets girl, 

girl hates boy, boy seduces girl, end of story. How hard can that be to 

come up with?"  

Well, if that were all there was to the standard romance story, not 

hard at all. But, like any genre, or writing in general, nothing's as easy 

as it looks. Published authors have the subtleties down so well, it 

looks as easy as learning to dance from watching Fred Astaire and 

Ginger Rodgers movies, or performing gymnastics from watching the 

Olympics. However, when an author sits down and dissects a modern 

romance genre, and discovers how it's built, the complexity often 

surprises them. I know it did me when I first studied the genre a 

decade ago.  

The focus on the emotional story defines a romance novel from other 

genres. The major conflict in the book isn't just whether the main 

characters will save the world, but whether they'll find fulfillment in 
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their relationship together while they save the world. This requires not 

one, but two major plots, which must be intertwined for maximum 

effect. Writing romance requires a balancing act which is very difficult 

to maintain scene-to-scene, chapter-to-chapter, and still make it 

believable.  

From my analysis, the average romance plot is primary in 

approximately 75% of the book, though it can be intertwined with the 

external plot in up to 40% of the book. The external plot only gets, at 

best, 25% of the scenes dedicated to it. Either the hero or the heroine 

is present in every scene, with perhaps a handful of scenes in the 

villain's point of view.  The villain is also, by the way, normally 

associated closer with the external plot than the romantic, though if 

that character can be tied into both, the story is much stronger.  

All these points can be a lot harder than it looks from the outside, but 

it still isn't the most daunting part of writing a romance novel.  

The hardest thing, for many writers, is creating an emotional conflict 

that can cover an entire book. For many genres, the emotional 

reactions of the characters are the gravy on the roast, not the juicy 

part itself. But for a romance novel, the emotional story is not only the 

entrée, but the entire meal. This is what the reader craves when they 

pick up a romance book, and it is something that is found only in this 

genre.  
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When I came to writing romances after many years reading the genre 

(but writing fantasy), I still did not understand this point. It took some 

time to discover that a romance plot does not merely detail the 

changing of the hero and heroine's feelings, or simply chronicle their 

interactions.  The plot is the formation of emotional goals, the hitting 

and being hit by emotional obstacles, and reaching the emotional 

conclusion of the Happily-Ever-After ending demanded by the genre. 

It has taken several years of conscious work to be able to 

consistently create these plots. This is true for many writers. They 

cannot quite grasp the idea that an emotional situation can be plot. 

Not only can the emotion make plot, however, in a romance novel, it 

must make the main plot.  

As in any novel plot, the standard elements are present in romance 

as well: conflict, stakes, crisis points and the climax.  

The romantic conflict is emotional, not merely situational. A decade or 

so ago, you would find romance novels where the hero and heroine 

were kept apart by a father or an arranged marriage to another 

person. These books are no longer marketable. Today, the romance 

reader expects the conflict to stem from the characters themselves  -- 

to well up from their beings and who they are inside.  

Creating an emotional-based conflict can be done by answering one 

question: "Why is loving this person the worst thing this character can 

do at this moment?" If the answer is something that can be solved 

simply, then it is not strong enough to be the main conflict of a novel. 
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Like any main conflict in any genre, it must worsen throughout the 

entire length of the manuscript. So if the answer can actually be 

solved if the hero and heroine just sit down for a heart-to-heart talk, 

it's not strong enough, and you need to dig deeper for something 

more heart-rending.  

Stakes in the emotional plot are, understandably, all personal to the 

character. The hero and heroine should, however, still relate to the 

reader in a way that allows the reader  to sympathize with what the 

character is going through. To quote Donald A. Maass in his book, 

Writing the Breakout Novel, "Dramatize the inner struggle. Bring its 

changes home in key moments of high drama." Nowhere is this inner 

struggle more apparent than in the emotional plot. Involving the 

emotions of both the reader and the characters is a vital element in 

escalating the stakes; all the author should need to do is to let that 

raw emotion onto the page to draw the reader in to the plot. The 

escalation of the emotional and external stakes can be tied together 

for the greatest effect as well.  

"Crisis points" is a term I use to define points in the plot where the 

courses of actions change irrevocably and the hero and heroine have 

no choice but to try the next plan. Just as in external plots, the 

emotional plot needs to have such points along its route. A conflict 

that does not move through events and change is stagnant and 

boring. Scenes carry the emotional plot forward, just as they do the 

external one. The basic structure of a scene in an emotional plot is 
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the same as for any other sort of plot. Characters set goals, obstacles 

challenge those goals to create scene conflicts and, at the end, the 

plot is moved forward. Any sort of book is likely to have scenes that 

alter the emotional relationship of the characters, but in romance, 

these scenes take center stage. On a larger scale, the bigger 

emotional problem is solved stage-by-stage, not all at once. The hero 

and heroine's relationship problems should not begin and end in a 

single scene.  

The end of a romance novel has two climax scenes, one for each 

plot. Properly placed, the emotional plot's climax should be the last 

one in the book. In the external climax, the hero and heroine join 

forces and save their world, catch the murderer or whatever needs to 

be done. In the emotional climax, they resolve the last, and most 

personal, blocks against their making a lasting commitment to each 

other. Romance books no longer have to end with a wedding, though 

many of them do. The reader must close the book, knowing in her 

heart that these people will be together until the end, regardless of 

ceremony, and will live Happily-Ever-After. That's what they are 

reading for and that is what romance, as a genre, promises.  

If you look at the basics, the structure of the romance plot is not all 

that different from that of any other genre. All of the elements are 

there, but doubled and very character-based. By focusing on the 

emotional aspects of the characters, rather than the situations those 

characters find themselves in, romance becomes a very complicated 
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dance that is made to look easy by the skills and talents of the people 

writing it. As the saying goes, "Ginger did everything that Fred did, 

but backwards and in heels." Plotting a romance seems much the 

same.  

Two reference books I have found useful in the writing of romance 

novels are Goal, Motivation & Conflict by Donna Dixon (reviewed in 

Vision # 8 http://www.sscdc.net/hlvision/issue8/bookreview.htm) and 

Writing Romances: A Handbook by the Romance Writers of America, 

edited by Rita Gallagher and Rita Clay Estrada.  

   

   

   

   

Andi Ward is a moderator of the RF Crit & Discussion boards and has 

had one small-press romance novel published. June Drexler has 

been an avid romance reader for decades and has won an RWA 

contest for her writing. Both ladies have been RWA members since 

1995. They are presently writing as a team, targeting Silhouette's 

Intimate Moments line.  
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Genre: Young Adult and Children 

Storytelling For Children 

 By Jim Francis 
©2002, Jim Francis 

 

Can writing a children's story be easy? The answer is yes -- and no. 

Yes, because the basics are simple. No, because children are not 

simple. That's all very well, I hear you saying, but it doesn't tell me 

much. Many new authors do not recognize that the basic rules for 

writing a children's story are the same as for any story. With all 

stories, from flash fiction to family saga novels, the ideal is usually to 

start the plot when an extraordinary event changes the main 

character's life.  

Story line equals the events in a character's life. It's possible, of 

course, to record mundane events. Usually these are of little interest 

to most people, and almost certainly of no interest to children. 

Therefore, the desired method is to follow an extraordinary event, 

starting the story as close to it as possible.  

Next, for a good story you will need details that will locate and show 

the child your story world. For this you need to access knowledge the 

child already has. For instance, you might want to show a bird, 
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perhaps a blue jay, a swallow, or a crow. One way to do this would be 

to name the bird and then give two or three details.  

"The blue jay flew in and landed on the sun deck. Its blue feathers 

gleamed in the sunlight as it held its head high. The head turned first 

to the left and then to the right before it strutted toward James like a 

lord."  

Flew and landed; this would tell any child that it was a bird. Blue 

feathers; this is a further indication that it is a bird, and shows the 

reason for the blue in blue jay. Strutted (a slightly challenging word) 

shows the arrogance of its nature plus its method of walking.  

Then there is the simile, 'like a lord.' Most children are aware of the 

existence of aristocrats from stories, and will have a reasonable idea 

of what a lord is and what one might look like.  

When using similes, keep the age of the child in mind,  allowing them 

to associate these with prior stories they've heard. When writing, try 

to recall stories that you loved as a child such as fairy tales or 

adventures like Peter Pan. In remembering these, not only will you be 

able to create similar items to stimulate the child's imagination, but 

you will also take your memory back to your own childhood, and put 

yourself in touch with childhood's needs.  

When using description, remember that much of a child's learning 

comes from observation, from sight, but don't neglect other senses. 
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Hearing and smell loom large for a youngster, and all five senses are 

important and should be used when necessary.  

To plan a scene description, list all the details you can imagine. Then 

select the two or three strongest, most important details and use 

them to get across your idea and story. To visualize your scene, 

research by checking pictures and interesting videos. Many libraries 

these days carry a variety of travel and instructional videos. If these 

are not available, there are many good books and magazines that 

carry excellent photographs. And there is always Internet research.  

Many people make the mistake of keeping the sentences of children's 

stories too simple. Yes, keep one idea to a sentence, but be a little 

challenging and add a few extra words, or perhaps use a stronger 

verb, or a descriptive adjective to clearly identify and modify that 

noun. Yes, adjectives are supposed to be used sparingly, but not 

eliminated. If the language didn't need them, they would never have 

been invented, so use them when required, but only then.  

Dialogue is different. Children have a speaking vocabulary smaller 

than the one they can understand. Therefore, it's best to keep the 

dialogue sentences simple so that the child can relate them to their 

own life.   

Now for the story itself. What should it be like? Imagine a child 

confronted with a problem that requires their initiative and imagination 

to solve. Most children enjoy managing their own lives. If the problem 
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is not an overwhelming one, they love a struggle to accomplish and 

achieve things on their own. So any story that shows a young person, 

or even a young anthropomorphic animal, working out a solution to its 

own problem will be enjoyed. If at any point an adult enters the story, 

be careful to limit the involvement so as not to distract attention from 

what the young person is achieving. If necessary, find a way to 

lessen the adult power in pre-adolescent stories.  

The younger the child, the more reliance is placed on the action. As 

the age group gets older, then character thoughts can be introduced 

at the appropriate level. Now it becomes necessary to decide the time 

span for the story line. Very young children can normally handle only 

a few hours at most. A little older and a day might be suitable, and for 

still older children, perhaps a few weeks, or maybe a season.  

Another good idea, when appropriate, is to include holidays and 

festivals. This will allow the reader to locate the story in time. With 

other countries or ethnic groups, use their holidays. If you are writing 

about a fantasy world, invent a holiday and attach it to a season.  

When writing for children, write tight, spare prose to hold their 

interest. Too much verbal clutter, too many excess words, will soon 

lead a child, young or old, to a state of boredom. And don't patronize, 

instruct, or otherwise talk down to the child. Like adults, they are 

sensitive people and when condescended to are easily insulted.  
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Try to bring a sense of wonder to the child. Why is this like it is? 

Where did those things come from? Who lived in the past? How did 

they live? What problems do children in other lands face? Are their 

lives better or worse than ours? These and many others are all 

questions that will interest an inquiring child’s mind. Remember, what 

an adult might take for granted is often new and full of marvel for a 

child. Answer their need for knowledge through the drama of a 

thoughtful and well-written story, and reap the reward of grateful 

children.  
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Genre: Young Writer's Scene 

Taking the Plunge  

by Radika Meganathan  
© 2002, Radika Meganathan 

 

I admit that it must be very confusing. You know you love to write, but 

you aren’t sure if that means you are a writer. You might also be 

doubtful about how good a writer you really are: whether you are 

going to be another pea in the pod, or what you must do to make a 

difference.  

The truth is that you don’t have to be a genius to be a writer. Oh yes, 

there are geniuses who have become writers, but being intelligent or 

super-creative is not a prerequisite. You don’t even have to worry 

about being a non-native speaker of English. If Ayn Rand can create 

a work like Fountainhead, in spite of being a Russian with no 

knowledge of English until she was 25, so can you. All you need is 

the love of writing, some time to write, and loads of perseverance.   

The first thing to do is to ask yourself the crucial question: Do you 

really want to be a writer? Many assume that because they love to 

read, they will be able to write great stories. The fact that you like 

tasty food doesn’t make you a great cook, does it?  
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Successful writing takes much more than good grammar and good 

ideas. A writer should have the courage to write his thoughts without 

fearing how others are going to view them, and the determination to 

write it anyway. He must also have the perseverance to withstand 

weeks, months and maybe years of rejection before receiving any 

reward for his effort. On the technical side, writing requires specific 

knowledge, a quick eye for details, good structure, excellent editing 

skills (or you will have your manuscript back before you can blink) 

and constant research and improvisation. 

Being a writer is not an easy job, but neither is it a Herculean task. 

However, there are some things you can do to improve your chances 

of succeeding in this wonderful profession.  Here are some tips to 

help you get started:  

1.  Use your senses  
You need to tune your senses to perceive things in a way you have 

never done before. See, think and feel like a writer. A writer should 

possess keen observation, and vivid visualization. Train your senses 

to be sharper and more lucid..  

Have you ever noticed a painter at work? Let’s say he is painting your 

backyard, the one with those shabby bushes and the beautiful tree 

house. He never paints it as it is. If that’s what is required, then a 

photograph is enough. He introduces a slight variation in colors, 

texture and lighting, as his mood and hand permit. This is because he 
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sees it from his mind’s eye, which gives an extra dimension to the 

whole picture and his hand transmits that extra nuance into the 

painting.  

That’s what is required of writers as well. Only if you train your 

writer’s eye can you develop your unique style. The ‘unique’ is 

important, but not mandatory, as long as you don’t set out to be the 

next Wodehouse (we all would if we could!). To make your writing 

enjoyable and exciting, there has to be a silent punch (that can be 

personal, informative or just plain factual punch) in every part of your 

writing. So, the next time you write, see to it that it doesn’t just reflect 

your thoughts, but also your style.  

   

2.    Read, Read, Read.  

People who have been reading books from childhood have a decided 

advantage over their book-ignorant counterparts – they have better 

vocabulary, clearer grasp over the usage of the language and a 

sharper sense of perception. Prolonged reading over the years hones 

your ability to differentiate between good writing and bad writing – the 

one thing that is probably the most important trait a writer should 

possess. It doesn’t matter if you like only Archies or Asterix. However, 

if you have never been an avid reader, don’t despair. It is never too 

late to start good reading habits.  
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Take me, for example. I have never been to China in my life, but I 

know what ancient Chinese landlords had for their lunch after a heavy 

day’s hunting. How? Pearl S. Buck. So reading has one more 

advantage: It allows you to know about places and things that might 

never be in your reach – except in words.  James Hadley Chase 

wrote hundreds of books about the American world – without ever 

visiting it (He went there only twice to give lectures in a university – 

after he became famous through his books).  

   

3.  Time, the Writer’s Best friend (or worst enemy)  

The only way to make time is to prioritize. If you want to write, then 

you have to find time to write. Don't expect anyone else make time for 

you.  It is not only impossible but also immature and unfair. And in 

order to follow a time schedule, you must have discipline. A writer's 

greatest enemy is procrastination, and it wins far too often.  

Taking an hour out of the day, and sticking to that time, is the best 

way to ‘find’ time. Filter out the useless, unwanted activities in your 

daily schedule to come up with some quality time you can spend in 

writing. Wake up an hour early, miss your favorite sitcom, cut the time 

in chat, or come home early from the mall.  You should be able to 

find one hour daily that you can dedicate to writing.  

4.  Practice, practice and more practice  
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You are not a writer until you write. Chant this about 100 times every 

day. I know a score of people who can talk for hours about the joy 

and pain of writing, but have never written more than a page in their 

lives. If you can’t find anything to write about, just start typing about 

your day in your journal. The only difference between a good writer 

and a bad one is practice.  

The ‘practice daily’ regime I told you about could even be done with 

your biology assignment. Experiment with your homework. The next 

time you get an assignment, do it with your own words, instead of 

information from the study book. Term papers and assignments are 

an excellent way to improve your writing because they provide you 

the style which will become your unique signature as you mature, and 

possibly give you the practice material (not to mention praises from 

your teachers!). Instead of using downloaded reference material for 

your assignment, first study the information and try writing it in your 

style, from a slightly different angle.  

5.  Always carry a small notepad and a pen with you.  

You never know when your muse is going to strike! Many great ideas 

have been born in life’s most difficult and incomprehensive 

circumstances. If you always carry a notepad, you will be able to jot 

down ideas as they occur to you. Or you could use a small recorder 

instead, if you don’t mind strange or inquisitive glances (for some, it is 

an embarrassing distraction).  
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Handheld recorders are great! You can point it under somebody’s 

nose and start asking questions, wherever you are, whatever you (or 

they) are wearing. I once went for a walk in the park and saw some 

gypsies selling bead jewelry. I immediately interviewed them and they 

responded eagerly. It was also quicker because I am sure I couldn’t 

have jotted down all they said in a little notebook. It took me just four 

days to structure the feature and I sold it in the very next week!  

Of course, that’s from an acute commercial angle, but having a 

recorder means letting your mouth speak instead of your hands, 

which can be more spontaneous and lucid.    

6.  Have a goal  

Success is never assured without a goal, and the writing field is no 

exception. If you want to be a good writer, then you should write daily. 

But if you want to be a successful (read: autographs, bank balance, 

Hollywood) writer, then you have to set out solid goals, ones that you 

will diligently follow. Research reveals that setting a goal, writing it 

down, and viewing it daily makes you achieve your goal more quickly 

and efficiently than otherwise. The best way is to prepare a time 

chart* and post it in your study or bedroom. Looking at a time 

schedule will boost your activity factor and urge you to act faster, and 

not procrastinate.  

(* For more information about the timetable, visit 

www.angeladion.com. Subscribe for their free newsletter, and get the 

http://www.angeladion.com/
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free pdf download 4 Steps To Publication, where Angela Dion gives 

you the perfect goal setter timetable.)   

Make specific goals, instead of generic ones. Let your goal be to write 

four pages per day, instead of ‘I will write every day.’ And make goals 

realistic. You might start by observing your neighborhood and 

developing the flair for identifying and structuring news. Aim for the 

local magazines first and them move up. As they say, slow and 

steady is the magic formula for writing success.  

I have to warn you that more than anything else, writing needs 

passion. If you don’t love writing, you can’t produce material that will 

be loved by others. It’s that simple. If you want to be a writer because 

you are next door to Stephen King or you see writing the easy way to 

instant money and fame, forget it. You won’t make it, except maybe 

for a very short time.  

If you want to write because you burn to write, then go ahead. The 

world always has a place for people who write with passion.  
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Review: The First Five Pages 
by Noah Lukeman  

Reviewed by Gerri Baker 
©2002, Gerri Baker 

 

  

The absolute worst thing for me to hear during mail call is, "You've 

got a package!" after I've been sending out novel submissions. I don't 

want to see my handwriting on my SASE. It's depressing and 

frustrating, no matter how positive I try to be.  However, after enough 

rejections, I figured out the problem was on my end, not the editors'.  

While hunting for answers, I stumbled across Noah Lukeman's book 

The First Five Pages: A Writer's Guide to Staying Out of the 

Rejection Pile. This is a fascinating and useful perspective on what 

agents and editors look for when considering manuscripts.  

In the introduction, Lukeman reminds writers that "Agents and 

editors...read solely...with an eye to dismiss a manuscript (13).”  As 

an agent, he developed a criteria that helped him reject manuscripts, 

sometimes with a single glance. The First Five Pages details his 

personal, prioritized checklist for rejection.  

Most conventional writing wisdom says to start with characters, plot, 

theme, conflict, so on and so forth. But Lukeman says when editors 

assess a manuscript, those elements are the last things looked at.  
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Instead, 99% of manuscripts are rejected on the basis of five pages. 

Lukeman wants to find good writing, and he knows the mistakes 

made in the first five pages will continue throughout the rest of the 

submission.  

In those five pages, he first looks for poor manuscript presentation. 

An unprofessional manuscript tells Lukeman that the writer doesn't 

take the process seriously. He also points to overusing adjectives, 

adverbs, and comparisons as problem markers. He devotes an entire 

chapter to the sound, rhythm, and grammar of prose, emphasizing 

the need for variable sentence structures. Then he wraps up the first 

section with a discussion on style.  

In the second section, Lukeman discusses dialogue, but instead of 

starting with conventional issues, he begins with the problems 

between the lines. He says, "What's most interesting about dialogue 

is that you can dismiss it without even reading it. Instead, just look at 

its appearance on the page (75).” Frightening how much can be 

dismissed at a glance. The rest of the section discusses dialogue with 

that same brutal practicality -- commonplace and info-dump dialogue, 

melodramatic characters, and hard-to-follow conversations.  

At this point, 99% of the submissions are already in the reject pile. 

Now the pressure is really on, Lukeman says, because the editors 

are still looking for excuses to reject the story, even though they've 

made it through the first five pages. Beyond this point, things like 
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showing vs. telling, characterization, POV, plotting, pacing, etc. 

become important.  

The only issue I had with the book was his examples. Lukeman 

mostly used poor writing models to make his points, only occasionally 

using published writers' samples. Usually these authors were 

classical authors like Conrad, Dostoyevsky, Camus, etc. While he 

pointed to writers like Stephen King, John Grisham, etc. for 

inspiration, he did not use any of their writing. I would have liked to 

see more modern authors being used as positive examples.  

Nothing Lukeman discusses in The First Five Pages is new to an 

experienced writer. The key to this book is the emphasis he places on 

getting agents and editors through those first five pages. He takes the 

writing process and turns it on its ear to show writers how they are 

really being evaluated. With that knowledge, writers can then use his 

checklist to go back to their revisions and try to see what some poor 

editorial assistant is going to be reading.  

Noah Lukeman. The First Five Pages: A Writer's Guide to Staying 

Out of the Rejection Pile (Fireside, 2000, ISBN 0-684-85743-X)  $11 

U.S.  
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Meet the Moderator: 
Kay House (strigidae) 

 

Kay House first became a moderator in Holly Lisle's Forward Motion 

Writing Community when she was tapped to fill in as Mystery and 

Suspense Moderator during Ron Brown's absence.  She has read 

widely in mystery, science fiction, romance and fantasy.     

House's obscure screen handle, strigidae, came into being when a 

former community host refused to accept her name or preferred 

screen handles (night owl, bookworm, etc.) as a login name.  (They 

hosted a lot of communities.)  In a fit of annoyance, she decided that, 

as a writer and wordsmith, she could and would find a word that was 

not already taken.  She marched off to find The Audubon Society 

Field Guide to North American Birds and looked up owls.  The 

species name for most owls is strigidae.  That name was not already 

taken on the old host's system, and she took it -- quickly!  

Having practiced law from 1979 to 2001, when she was sidelined due 

to disabling migraine headaches, House has finished more non-fiction 

reports, briefs, pleadings, memoranda, agreements, funding 

applications, contracts, wills, deeds and other legal instruments than 

she can count.  Finishing fiction, however, comes hard for her.  Even 

finishing non-fiction has proven difficult, despite the fact that she has 
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two published professional papers to her credit.  "Ordinarily," she 

says, "I knew I had finished a piece of writing when I finally allowed 

my beleaguered secretary to tear it from my clutching fingers in time 

to meet the deadline of whichever express delivery service had the 

latest available pickup."   

House first realized she wanted to write fiction when, at the age of 

eight, she read Anna Sewell's Black Beauty.  Some of her early 

poetry was published in high school literary magazines, and she 

spent two years in the high school department of St. Mary's Jr. 

College (now St. Mary's School) in Raleigh.  As an undergraduate, 

House carried a double major in English and Political Science.  In the 

end, however, she allowed her family to persuade her to go to law 

school on the theory that practicing law was a more practical way to 

make a living than writing fiction.  She took both her academic 

degrees from the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill: a B. A. 

in 1976 and a J. D. in 1979.   

In 1987, House got her first computer, and began littering her hard 

drive with the beginnings of stories that never got finished.  As her 

career as a legal aid lawyer continued to prosper, the needs of her 

clients came first, and her writing got less and less attention.  When 

she was decisively sidelined with daily severe migraine headaches, 

her husband, Dan Besse, encouraged her to set a reasonable writing 

goal for a woman with less than 6 usable hours a week.  On his 

advice, she decided that, instead of trying to write a great novel, she 
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would try to write a mediocre short story.  Finally, shortly after joining 

Forward Motion last winter, she achieved that goal.  While it remains 

the only piece of fiction she has yet finished, House reminds herself 

that setting small gentle goals is important, and that one must work 

around one's physical limitations as well as one can.   

With Ron Brown's return and Rob Flumignan taking over as team 

leader for Mystery and Suspense, House has stepped back to 

assisting with the moderation of the Mystery and Suspense, General 

Fiction, Rants and Tutorials boards.  She hopes to finish another 

mediocre short story in the near future.    

Her professional publications include:  

CEOing: Something Completely Different, Management 

Information Exchange Journal , Spring 2002, Volume XVI, 

1.  

Interviewing the Pro Bono Client, North Carolina Bar 

Foundation, Pro Bono 101 (2000).  

  Copyright 2002 Anniekate Finley  
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Good News from  
Forward Motion 

 

Holly's latest book is in the bookstores!  If you can't find it order it 

from your local book stores!  (This is better for authors 

than ordering on-line -- it keeps their numbers up 

where they count!) 

 

 

Cover work for Holly's new novel, Vincallis the 
Agitator 

Look for it in bookstores now! 

Holly Lisle's acclaimed trilogy THE SECRET TEXTS is 

the epic adventure of heroes battling a resurrected evil that had 

nearly destroyed the world a millennium before. Now Holly Lisle take 

readers back to the days of that ancient apocalypse -- and to the 

decadent heart of a fantastic, doomed empire . . .  

Glory of the Dragons 
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Based on a science of sorcery called Dragon magic, the Hars 

Ticlarim is a miraculous place of mansions built on clouds and 

gardens blooming diamonds beneath canopies of captive stars. But 

this incomparable beauty hides a dark core: Dragon magic draws its 

power from the agony of slaves who are killed for sorcerous fuel. And 

for three thousand years, no one has dared question the empire's 

inhuman cruelty . . . until now. 

 

Wraith, a boy with an uncanny power, seeks the art to foment a 

revolution within the Hars Ticlarim. Solander, a brilliant young mage, 

believed he has discovered a totally new form of magic. Luercas, a 

sadistic noble, will commit any crime that furthers his ambition. All 

three are clever, resolute, driven -- and naive. For they challenge the 

rulers of a globe-spanning power that has endured for millennia -- 

rulers who will do anything to stay in power forever . . . 

Holly Lisle's current books -- on the stands now!  

 

 Moderator S. L. Viehl has two new Releases:  

• Dream Mountain (writing as Gena Hale) 10/10 published by 

Onyx (NAL)  

• Shockball (StarDocIV) 11/09 published by Roc SF/F  

And has sold:  
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• Melting the Iceman and two additional romance novels to Onyx 

(NAL)  

• A Matter of Consultation (AH short story) to Baen     

 

Congratulations to Vision's copy editor, Beth Adelle Long, who is now 

on a three month writing retreat.  The rest of us will try not to be too 

jealous. 

 

Moderator Justin Stanchfield has a few new sales 

Ships Roll Away 

http://www.shadowkeepzine.com/fiction/ships_roll_away.html 

He also has an acceptance from the new e-zine, Penumbric.  

He also spotted the Phobos anthology with his story in it.  

Beyond The Last Star anthology is also available.  

  

 

Christina Stiles' game playing project, Unhallowed Halls is now in 

print. The book is available on Amazon if anyone is interested.  

 

http://www.shadowkeepzine.com/fiction/ships_roll_away.html
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Jennifer Dunne's genetic research/vampire romance, Dark 
Salvation, won the ERA award (I think that stands for Electronic 

Romance Award) for Best Paranormal romance ebook.  It's available 

in both trade paperback and ebook format.  

Jennifer Dunne - www.jenniferdunne.com 

 

 

Andi Ward's entry into the Molly (a distinguished contest held by one 

of the Romance Writer's of America contest.) made it to the semi-

finals.  Her semi-finalist score was only 6 points off from perfect.   

 

Laura Kinsale has learned that Harper Collins is going to re-package 

and re-issue her 1992 historical romance Flowers From the Storm. 
It is scheduled for May/June 2003.  

 
Assistant Site Host Lazette Gifford has several new pieces available 

through ezines and epublishers: 
  

Sub-Textual Evidence For The Existence Of Alien Life And The 
Extrapolation Of Internet Protocols is back at the newly revised 

Planet Relish web site! (http://www.planetrelish.com)  

The Price of the Song will be available soon from in an anthology 

DDP (http://double-dragon-ebooks.com/) 

http://www.jenniferdunne.com/
http://www.planetrelish.com/
http://double-dragon-ebooks.com/
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Finding the Crossroads will be up at Shadowkeep ezine in 

November (http://www.shadowkeepzine.com ) 

Aubreyan 
The Dark Staff Series 

Book 1 

Double Dragon Ebooks 
  

   

Beyond the Skyline 
Edited by 

Selina Rosen  

Yard Dog Press 

This is a collection of first reactions to the tragedy of 

September 11th, and includes not only my short piece, but also 

Elizabeth Moon, Vera Nazarian, Linda Dunn... and many others in all 

walks of life.  Money from sales will be given to specific families who 

nes in the attack.  lost loved o

The Last Days of Faneh-Thenyal 
Jintsu E-texts. 

Bittersweet and poignant, Lazette Gifford's novelette "The 

Last Days of Faneh-Thenyal" is a highly original take on the last days 

of a fading empire, and the courage of one man who dares to see 

http://www.shadowkeepzine.com/
http://double-dragon-ebooks.com/
http://www.yarddogpress.com/
http://www.eggplant-productions.com/jintsu/etext.asp?id=5
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and act beyond the ordinary repercussions of conquest.--Vera 

Nazarian,  author of DREAMS OF THE COMPASS ROSE 

  

 
Silky 

Embiid Publishing  

Exciting, complex and richly textured, with a world you'll 

believe and a protagonist you have to cheer for -- Silky is 

wonderful.  

--Holly Lisle, author of Courage of Falcons  

http://veranazarian.com/
http://veranazarian.com/
http://www.veranazarian.com/
http://www.embiid.net/
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Awards & Kind Words 
 

Forward Motion and Vision have  received several nice awards and 

notices.  Here are some of them: 

 

 

Our second year in a row! 

 

One of the first official notice we received was from the much 

lamented Inklings: 

A modest title for an incredible e-zine! Online in HTML or 

downloadable in PDF format, this 102-page publication is 

packed with excellent feature articles on sf/fantasy and 

other genres. It's hard to believe this is free! 
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Golden Crane Creativity Award -- given by Creativity-Portal.com  

Golden Crane Creativity Award (GCCA) for providing 

free instructional information for arts, crafts, music, 

writing, and other creativity related topics. 

We believe that sites like yours deserve special recognition for freely 

teaching people about your craft. 
 

 
Outstanding Services to Writers Award -- given by 
WitchWords.com 

Outstanding Services to Writers Award is for sites that 

provide outstanding resources to writers.  

  
  

  
 

Writer's Digest: 

 

 

 

http://www.creativity-portal.com/
http://witchwords.com/resources/links.html
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"Highly Recommended" Preditors and Editors (tm) 

 

http://www.absolutewrite.com/  

Link Of The Week 

http://hollylisle.com/fm/  is Forward Motion, novelist Holly Lisle's 

website for writers. I am very impressed by the quality of the 

articles on this site, covering topics from literary agents to 

"going pro." And the community-- wow! Need a critique? Want 

to take a free writing class? Just want to dish about your 

http://sfwa.org/prededitors/pemh.htm
http://www.absolutewrite.com/
http://hollylisle.com/fm/
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favorite genre? Drop in to the message boards or chat room. 

You can also download free copies of all the past newsletters, 

and Holly's e-book, Mugging The Muse. That's right... free. 

 

http://www.creativepurrsuits.com/reststopnews/index.html  

Holly Lisle's Vision 

Holly Lisle's bi-monthly electronic magazine, with 

great articles written by members and guests of the 

Forward Motion Writer's Community. Deemed one 

of 2001 Writer's Digest's 101 best sites for writers. Great freebies! 

 

http://www.ci.pasadena.ca.us/libraryteens/create_it.asp  

Holly Lisle's Vision (serious advice on how to write and how to get 

published, from a published fantasy author) 

http://www.creativepurrsuits.com/reststopnews/index.html
http://www.ci.pasadena.ca.us/libraryteens/create_it.asp
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Joining Forward Motion 
 

How to Join Forward Motion 

   

The community came into existence for several reasons. 

First, I hadn't been able to be a part of a writers' group or 

attend conventions in a few years, and knew that situation 

wouldn't be changing in the foreseeable future, and I 

missed the company of readers. Second, I am fortunate 

to be able to do the thing I enjoy most for a living, and I 

wanted to be able to help others who shared my 

obsession find their way to living their dreams. Third, I 

knew a lot of people -- writers and readers - - who I 

thought should meet each other. 

When the Internet suddenly erupted with free, easy-to-

use community-building tools, I suddenly had the solution 

to bringing those many people together and sharing what 

I knew with them and letting them share what they knew 

with me and each other.  

The community has three sections -- public boards, which 

anyone can read and in most cases anyone can post to; 

private boards, where writers can post sections of works-
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in-progress and receive critiques of them; and restricted 

boards, which include the Young Writers' Scene, the 

Erotica & Sensual Fiction board, and boards for various 

classes. The private areas require community 

membership and are password-protected to preserve all 

publication rights for each author's use. The restricted 

boards further require submission of an application -- in 

the case of Young Writers' Scene, to make sure the 

applicant is under seventeen years of age; and in the 

case of Erotica & Sensual Fiction, to make sure the 

applicant is eighteen years of age or older and that it is 

legal for him or her to participate in a board containing 

erotic content. All restricted class boards will have 

application procedures posted as new classes open.  

To participate in the public boards , all you have to do is 

read them and post to them. If you register with the 

community, you gain the ability to post in HTML and use 

signatures, add your picture or avatar to your posts, use 

our private messaging and e-mail systems, rate other 

posts and other users, edit your posts, and so on. But in 

most cases there's no requirement to do either. (The 

Rants board, due to a short-lived problem with trolls, 

requires membership to post.)  
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To participate in the private portion of the community, 

where you can receive crits on your own work and crit the 

works of other writers and participate in various writing 

exercises, dares, and challenges, you must join the 

community. You will have to be logged in to gain access 

to the private boards.  

To join the Young Writers' Scene, you must first join the 

community, then message me 
(http://www.hollylisle.com/community/cgi-

bin/dcforum/dcboard.cgi?az=send_mesg&userid=hollylisle ) with your 

application. In it, you must send your real name, your age, 

your birthdate, an affirmation that you are seventeen or 

under, and -- if you are thirteen or under, your parents 

must send to me at holly.lisle@sff.net by separate e-mail 

approval for you to participate in the community.  

To join the Erotica & Sensual Fiction section (commonly 

called Writerotic) you must first join the community, then 

message me (http://www.hollylisle.com/community/cgi-

bin/dcforum/dcboard.cgi?az=send_mesg&userid=hollylisle ) with your 

application. In it, you must send your real name, your age, 

your birthdate, and affirmation that you are eighteen years 

old or older, and an affirmation that your participation on 

this board is legal in your place of residence (defined as 

the place where you live when you're sending your 

application). Writers in military service stationed in areas 

http://www.hollylisle.com/community/cgi-bin/dcforum/dcboard.cgi?az=send_mesg&userid=hollylisle
http://www.hollylisle.com/community/cgi-bin/dcforum/dcboard.cgi?az=send_mesg&userid=hollylisle
mailto:holly.lisle@sff.net
http://www.hollylisle.com/community/cgi-bin/dcforum/dcboard.cgi?az=send_mesg&userid=hollylisle
http://www.hollylisle.com/community/cgi-bin/dcforum/dcboard.cgi?az=send_mesg&userid=hollylisle
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where participation would be illegal are welcome to apply, 

but are asked to use discretion about when they 

participate. I don't want any of our folks getting into 

trouble.  

Anyone may join the community. Simple click this link 

(http://hollylisle.com/community/cgi-bin/dcforum/dcboard.cgi?az=user_register ) 

and fill out an application. Membership is free and 

approval is automatic. The excellent site moderators can 

help you find your way to topics of interest to you, crit 

circles that can help you, and ongoing projects, 

challenges, exercises, workshops, articles, and contests 

that might inspire you.  

We have a good group of people in the HollyLisle.com 

community. Come look us over, introduce yourself, take 

part in a few conversations -- or jump straight into the 

deep water and start working on your book or short story.  

We're here to help you make long-cherished dreams turn 

into reality. I hope you'll join us.  

Holly Lisle 

  

http://hollylisle.com/community/cgi-bin/dcforum/dcboard.cgi?az=user_register
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Guidelines 
Expanded Guidelines 

 
Upcoming Themes 

 

We will happily consider manuscripts from either unpublished or 

published writers – we prefer to be queried (all queries and 

manuscript submissions are handled by e-mail). We are interested in 

all facets of writing, from first- person experience articles to genre-

specific how-to’s and informational articles about your area of 

specialization – whether it be history or science or nursing or long-

distance running – and how and where your specialty can be used 

correctly by writers. Write something that will help other writers write 

better, and we’ll be interested in taking a look. 

We are a non-paying market with a 100% volunteer staff. In return for 

your work, you get as many copies of the e-zine as you care to 

download, and our sincere thanks. Your work will make a nice tear-

sheet to present when selling other work, but it doesn’t count as a 

professional market because we can’t afford to pay. 

On the other hand, the e-zine is also free. 

We use only non-exclusive serial rights; what this means is that you 

can sell your piece elsewhere before, during, or after you have placed 

it with us. However – and this is very important for you to keep in 
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mind – if you place a piece with us that has not been published 

elsewhere, we will be using your First Serial Rights, which means 

they will not be available for sale elsewhere. Reprint rights are harder 

to sell. And back issues will be available from the site (though not 

from e-zine newsstands) for as long as I can keep them there, as a 

reference to new people coming into the site. 

We strive to maintain professional standards – manuscripts must be 

professionally formatted, as free from spelling and grammatical errors 

as you can make them, and in what you perceive to be final draft 

form. We will not welcome massive rewrites of a piece after we have 

accepted it – when we accept it, we consider it pretty close to finished 

and will only request such edits as will finish it to our standards. If we 

feel that it need massive rewrites, we won’t accept it. 

For feature articles, query Lazette Gifford. For genre- or area-specific 

articles, query the relevant editor. All e-mail addresses are in the 

masthead. 

We look forward to hearing from you. 

Holly Lisle and Lazette Gifford 

Publishers, Vision 

 

Expanded Submission Guidelines: 

mailto:zette@hollylisle.com
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Articles must be at least 500 words, and longer is much better if your 

subject will handle it.  2000 words is the 'soft' top, and I'm willing to go 

over it if the article needs it.  

Check your spelling and grammar!  Also, if you are from a country 

that does not use US spelling conventions, let me know in the email.  

That will stop me from making several 'corrections' before I realize 

they aren't mistakes.    

PLACE YOUR TITLE AND YOUR NAME at the top of the document.  

I hate having to go search through emails, checking attachments, to 

figure whose article I'm actually looking reading.   

Use one of these fonts: Courier, Courier New, Times New Roman or 

Arial, 12pt.  

Double space   

Do not indent  

I would like submissions to be made in either Word Doc files, or .rtf 

files, and as attachments to the email. (I believe that WordPerfect 

allows .rtf saves, doesn't it?)  If you use Works, a regular file will do, 

although (at least in the 4.5 version I have), it also allows for an .rtf 

file save.    

A plain text copy (.txt) can be sent, but be certain to mark any italics 

like this: *before and after the section in italics*, and bold likes this: 
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_before and after anything in bold._  If you cannot do attachments, 

use the body of the letter as the last resort.   

Indicate book titles with italics.  And yes, that means if you are doing 

a Word doc or rtf that you can use actual italics and not an underline 

to indicate italics. (This is not common submission procedure, but it's 

far easier for me since I can cut and paste to my wysiwyg web page 

editor.)   

Do not use an underline for emphasis.  Underline on websites 

indicates a link, and people often send emails to say the link is not 

working.  Use italics or bold.   

NO HTML code except for links, and those written in this fashion:  

http://www.whatever.com/this.htm  

Provide the ISBN #s for all books reviewed.  Also, if you mention a 

specific book, and especially if you quote from it, add the title, author 

and ISBN# at the bottom of the file.  The same is true for articles -- be 

certain to cite them.   

An additional note to Word users: you should turn off the 

'smart quotes' option in Word which can be found under 

Tools-AutoCorrect and then the tabs AutoFormat while 

you type AND Autoformat.  Also uncheck the symbol 

replacement for --.  While these look really neat on the 

screen, they translate to funny little squares that cannot 

be taken out with the 'find-replace' feature, but have to be 
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hunted down by hand.  If you are submitting anything 

electronically, you will very likely hear back from the editor 

on these.  And remember -- a lot of print publishers are 

now asking for electronic copy for their end as well. 

We've been receiving some very good articles, and I hope that all of 

you look at the list of upcoming issues and choose something you 

feel comfortable with.  If you find something you'd like to submit to, 

make note of which issue it is and let me know what kind of article 

you would like to write.   

We are also still looking for general genre-related articles.  If you 

would like to write an article on how to research romantic settings, the 

proper use of codes in spy thrillers, etc., let us know.  The Genres we 

like to cover in each issue are:   

• Fantasy  

• Horror  

• Poetry  

• Romance    

• Science Fiction  

• Suspense & Mystery  

• Young Adult & Children  

• Young Writer's Scene 

And we are always interested in articles about the act and art of 

writing. 
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Upcoming Themes for Vision: 

Here you will find ideas on what we'd like to see for each of the 

upcoming themes.  These are not definitive! They're just what we 

came up with while brainstorming, ideas that we hope will spur your 

own ideas. We want to see what you come up with; if you want to 

take something straight from the list, that's great. If the lightbulb goes 

on and you think of the perfect article for the issue, that's even better. 

And if you want to write an article that doesn't fit any of our themes, 

but is about writing, write that, too. Along with the theme articles, we 

always need articles about all aspects of writing. 

This is our list of themes and our ideas for what might go in them: 

NEW! Themes for 2003! 

For the coming year we are going to go through the steps in 
creating a story. These steps should apply to both short stories 
and novels. 

Please remember that these cover only the theme section of the 
issue.  The editors at Vision are always looking for material on 
all aspects of writing and how writer's live and work.  We also 
have the 'Advanced Writing' section.  We also always need 
articles that help with genre writing.  

January/February -- Characters (Deadline, December 1, 2002) 
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• Heroes, villains, sidekicks and walk-ons -- how do you 

create your story characters? 

March/April -- World building (Deadline, February 1, 2003) 

• What background material do you create for your story, 

and how do you use it? 

May/June -- Plotting & Outlining (Deadline, April 1, 2003) 

• What do you do to layout your story line? 

July/August -- Putting it all together (Deadline, June 1, 2003) 

• From the first line to The End -- what do you do go about 

actually creating the story? 

September/October -- Revising (Deadline, August 1, 2003) 

• How do you work through revisions, and when do you 

know to stop? 

November/December -- Submissions and Rejections (Deadline, 
October 1, 2003) 

• Preparing cover letters, queries, short story submissions -

- and what to do when you get those inevitable rejections. 
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Masthead 
 

Vision is published bi-monthly and gives preference to articles 

submitted by people who belong to the Forward Motion Writer's 

Community.  Joining the community is free, and it's a great resource 

for upcoming writers. 

Guidelines for Vision 

Holly Lisle And Lazette Gifford, Publishers 

Holly@hollylisle.com 

zette@hollylisle.com 

Copy Editor: 

Beth Adele Long 

bethadele@hollylisle.com 

Vision Editors: 

mailto:zette@hollylisle.com
mailto:zette@hollylisle.com
http://hollylisle.com/community/beth-adele-long-intro.html
mailto:bethadele@hollylisle.com
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If you have any questions, or would like to propose an article for an 

upcoming issue, feel free to drop a line to either of the editors below.  

We look forward to hearing from you! 

• Lazette Gifford (zette) -- Managing Editor, Vision E-Zine  

zette@hollylisle.com  
   

• Andi Ward (Fetu) -- Assistant Editor, Vision E-Zine 

Moderators 

 hollylisle, dstar, venus00, RonBrown, zette, Jinx, Anne_Marble, Jim Mills, astropolis, 

Fetu, junedrexler, robertsloan2, Nonny, sswain, JamesMilton, JeriT, Krista, 

mamarose1900, Justinvs, Erik_Forbes, strigidae, lyricalmoon, davidstone, MattScudder, 

silver_fire, kr_mercik, StarDoc, BJSteeves, Laura Kinsale  

Publicity Director 

• Anne Marble (Anne Marble) -- Publicity Director 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://hollylisle.com/community/lazette-gifford-intro.html
mailto:zette@hollylisle.com
http://hollylisle.com/community/andi-ward-intro.html
http://www.hollylisle.com/community/cgi-bin/dcforum/dcboard.cgi?az=user_profiles&user=hollylisle
http://www.hollylisle.com/community/cgi-bin/dcforum/dcboard.cgi?az=user_profiles&user=dstar
http://www.hollylisle.com/community/cgi-bin/dcforum/dcboard.cgi?az=user_profiles&user=venus00
http://www.hollylisle.com/community/cgi-bin/dcforum/dcboard.cgi?az=user_profiles&user=RonBrown
http://www.hollylisle.com/community/cgi-bin/dcforum/dcboard.cgi?az=user_profiles&user=zette
http://www.hollylisle.com/community/cgi-bin/dcforum/dcboard.cgi?az=user_profiles&user=Jinx
http://www.hollylisle.com/community/cgi-bin/dcforum/dcboard.cgi?az=user_profiles&user=Anne_Marble
http://www.hollylisle.com/community/cgi-bin/dcforum/dcboard.cgi?az=user_profiles&user=Jim%20Mills
http://www.hollylisle.com/community/cgi-bin/dcforum/dcboard.cgi?az=user_profiles&user=astropolis
http://www.hollylisle.com/community/cgi-bin/dcforum/dcboard.cgi?az=user_profiles&user=Fetu
http://www.hollylisle.com/community/cgi-bin/dcforum/dcboard.cgi?az=user_profiles&user=junedrexler
http://www.hollylisle.com/community/cgi-bin/dcforum/dcboard.cgi?az=user_profiles&user=robertsloan2
http://www.hollylisle.com/community/cgi-bin/dcforum/dcboard.cgi?az=user_profiles&user=Nonny
http://www.hollylisle.com/community/cgi-bin/dcforum/dcboard.cgi?az=user_profiles&user=sswain
http://www.hollylisle.com/community/cgi-bin/dcforum/dcboard.cgi?az=user_profiles&user=JamesMilton
http://www.hollylisle.com/community/cgi-bin/dcforum/dcboard.cgi?az=user_profiles&user=JeriT
http://www.hollylisle.com/community/cgi-bin/dcforum/dcboard.cgi?az=user_profiles&user=Krista
http://www.hollylisle.com/community/cgi-bin/dcforum/dcboard.cgi?az=user_profiles&user=mamarose1900
http://www.hollylisle.com/community/cgi-bin/dcforum/dcboard.cgi?az=user_profiles&user=Justinvs
http://www.hollylisle.com/community/cgi-bin/dcforum/dcboard.cgi?az=user_profiles&user=Erik_Forbes
http://www.hollylisle.com/community/cgi-bin/dcforum/dcboard.cgi?az=user_profiles&user=strigidae
http://www.hollylisle.com/community/cgi-bin/dcforum/dcboard.cgi?az=user_profiles&user=lyricalmoon
http://www.hollylisle.com/community/cgi-bin/dcforum/dcboard.cgi?az=user_profiles&user=davidstone
http://www.hollylisle.com/community/cgi-bin/dcforum/dcboard.cgi?az=user_profiles&user=MattScudder
http://www.hollylisle.com/community/cgi-bin/dcforum/dcboard.cgi?az=user_profiles&user=silver_fire
http://www.hollylisle.com/community/cgi-bin/dcforum/dcboard.cgi?az=user_profiles&user=kr_mercik
http://www.hollylisle.com/community/cgi-bin/dcforum/dcboard.cgi?az=user_profiles&user=StarDoc
http://www.hollylisle.com/community/cgi-bin/dcforum/dcboard.cgi?az=user_profiles&user=BJSteeves
http://www.hollylisle.com/community/cgi-bin/dcforum/dcboard.cgi?az=user_profiles&user=Laura%20Kinsale
http://www.hollylisle.com/community/anne-marble-intro.html
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Copyright Information 

Vision 

Volume Two, Issue 12, November/December 

Entire contents Copyright 2002, Forward Motion E-press. 

All rights reserved. Reproduction in whole or in part without 
permission is expressly prohibited, except that the entire 
issue may be freely distributed, so long as it remains 
complete and unchanged. 
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